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ABSTRACT

Vector quantization (VQ) is a powerful technique for image compression but

suffers from high computational complexity. In this dissertation, we have applied neural

network techniques to VQ design to overcome the complexity barrier while achieving very

low bit rate and good image quality. The main contributions are the following:

1. A novel self-organizing VQ (SOVQ) scheme is proposed to exploit the

correspondence between the image interblock correlation and the topological ordering

property of the Kohonen learning neural network. SOVQ predicts a small subset of

codevectors approximating an image block without tracing the input statistics. Thus, it

overcomes the complexity barrier of the VQ encoder and preserves the advantages of a

simple VQ decoder. The performance has been investigated for image source of Gaussian

Markov random field. The analytical results show that SOVQ is able to select the most

probable codevectors, provided that the neighboring blocks are highly correlated.

2. Four adaptive encoding/decoding algorithms have been developed based on SOVQ

scheme, including (1) a fast codebook search algorithm, (2) a label predictive VQ

algorithm, (3) a self-organizing finite-state VQ algorithm, and (4) a motion-compensated

self-organizing FSVQ algorithm. Variable-length code and DPCM can be incorporated to

further reduce the bit rate. These algorithms achieve significant complexity reduction,

very low bit rate (0.2-0.4 bpp for image and 0.08-0.15 bpp for video) and good image

quality (30 - 34 dB for still image and 36-39 dB for video). They are amenable to VLSI

implementation because of the simple design, low computational complexity and low

memory requirement.

3. A fast competitive learning algorithm is proposed to generate VQ codebooks "on

line." As an alternative of the most commonly used Generalized Lloyd algorithm, it offers

VI



similar performance with significant reductions in both the computational complexity and

memory requirements.

4. A novel VQ-based adaptive image segmentation technique is proposed, which can

visualizes the input geometric properties and determine the number of clusters. It has

been used to build a segmentation-based VQ (SVQ) by separately encoding the edge

blocks and smooth texture blocks in an image. This SVQ achieves better performance and

lower bit rate than previous work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The applications of digital images have increased dramatically in recent years, such

as the use of satellite imaging, digital video, video conferencing, and medical imaging (X

Ray, ultrasound, computer tomographs, magnetic resonance imaging). However, the

large number of bits required to represent digital images demands a huge memory capacity

for image storage and a wide bandwidth (channel capacity) for image transmission. The

basic goal of image compression is to reduce the number of bits required to represent an

image. This can result in significant saving in both storage and transmission bandwidth.

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 show some examples of storage and bandwidth requirements,

respectively. From Table 1.1 we can see that a LANDSAT image requires 213 Mbytes for

storage. A typical workstation with a 1 Gbyte hard disk can only store 5 such images. On

the other hand, the home video with low resolution (eIF format) demands 27 Mbits/sec

bandwidth (table 1.2), while the current CD-ROM only has about 1.15 Mbits/second

bandwidth available for video signal. These examples illustrate that the capability of image

compression has been central to the technologies of robust long distance communication

and high-quality image storage. Without compression, it will be impossible for many

image and video applications to become reality under current computer and

telecommunication technologies.

In this chapter we first discuss the goal of image and video compression and how

to remove the redundancies in a digital image or video to achieve the compression.

Section 1.2 briefly reviews the status of lossy image and video compression technologies,

including transform coding, subband coding and vector quantization. The industrial

standardization efforts, such as JPEG, MPEG and H.261, are introduced in Section 1.3.
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Section 1.4 discusses the general considerations for the choice of compression technique.

Finally, Section 1.5 presents the outline ofthis dissertation.

RsT bill Ia e . maze torage equirement
Image format Storage

Tv imaze 512x512x24, ROB 768 Kbvtes
PhotoCD (35mm) 3072x2048x24,RGB 18 Mbvtes
Radiograph (l4xI7in) 5OOOx6000xI2,~ay 45 Mbytes
LANDSAT image 6OOOx6000x48, (6 bands) 213 Mbytes

T bl 1 2 B d .dth R ta e . an WI euuiremen
Format Transmission Required Target bandwidth

rate bandwidth
Video-phone 176xl44x12 10frame/s 2.8 Mbps 64kbps

(ISDN)
Home Video 352x240x12 30 frame/s 27 Mbps 1.15 Mbps

(CD-I)
Home Video 720x576x12 30 frame/s 144 Mbps 3 Mbps

(CD-II)
HDTV 1280x720x24 60 frame/s 1440 Mbps 20 Mbps

1.1. Image Compression

Digital images generally contain a significant amount of redundancy, of which

there are four kinds:

• Spatial redundancy, which is due to the correlation or dependence between

neighboring pixel values,

• Spectral redundancy, which is due to the correlation between different color planes

(e.g., in a ROB color image) or spectral bands (e.g., aerial photographs in remote

sensing),

• Temporal redundancy, which is due to the correlation between different frames in a

sequence of images,
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• Human Visual System redundancy, which is due to the non-linearity of human visual

system, provides opportunities for lossy image compression. For example, the eye is

much more receptive to final detail in the luminance (or brightness) signals than in the

chrominance (or color) signals. As a consequence, the luminance signal is usually

sampled at a higher spatial resolution. Also the eye is less sensitive to energy with

high spatial frequency than with low spatial frequency.

Image compression, which is the art and science of efficient coding of pictures,

aims at taking advantage of these redundancies to reduce the number of bits required for

an image representation. There are two important aspects to evaluate an image

compression algorithm: the amount of compression and the coded image quality that an

encoder achieves. The former can be measured in two different ways: compression ratio

(CR) or bit rate (r).

CR = Number of bits for original image
Number of bits for compressed image

Number of bits for compressed image
r =-----------::...----=---

Number of pixels for compressed image

(1.1)

(1.2)

The unit of the bit rate is bits per pixel or bpp. For a given image, the two measures are

simply different ways of expressing the same compression. Their relationship is shown

below:

r..
CR =..!!!1..

r

where r;,rig is the bit rate before compression.

(1.3)

For continuous-tone images, the bit rate is a more useful parameter for judging the

performance of an encoding system. It shows the real cost in storage and transmission.

The compression ratio can be misleading since it can be artificially inflated by using

excessively high precision or too many samples in the chrominance components [peMi92].
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In this dissertation, we will consistently use the bit rate to measure the amount of

compression.

The most commonly used measure for coded image quality is the average

distortion (mean square error, denoted as MSE).

1 T
MSE=-~(X.-X.)2

T L J J
j=l

(1.4)

where T is the total number of pixels in an image, while xj and xj are the intensities of

original and compressed images, respectively. Researchers in the image compression area

also use the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) to measure the quality of compressed

image,

PSNR =1010 255 x 255
g10 MSE (1.5)

Another key problem is the coding complexity, including computational

complexity, memory requirement and the amenability to fast implementation, such as

parallel processing, VLSI or ASIC (application specific integrated circuit). Theoretically,

one can lower the bit rate close to Shannon's bound at the cost of system complexity (time

and space) [Shan48], but this may be impractical using current computing technology.

Thus, the complexity issue is critical to real-time applications.

The goal for image and video compression is to minimize the bit rate and

complexity while maintaining the required levels of image quality. A number of techniques

have been proposed in the literature. However, few can reach all of those goals (low bit

rate, high image quality, and low coding complexity) together without sacrificing

something else. To build a practical image compression system, one has to trade off the

three key factors in order to achieve the optimal performance and cost.
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1.2 Current Status of Image and Video Compression

There are many approaches for image compression, however they can be classified

into two fundamental categories: lossless and lossy. Lossless compression is also called

reversible compression. The coded image is numerically identical to the original image on

a pixel-by-pixel basis. Lossless image compression includes the run-length coding,

arithmetic coding, DPCM (differential pulse code modulation) predictor, etc. [RaJ091].

Although lossless compression is ideally desired, only a modest amount of compression

can be achieved, often no better than 4:1. Such techniques are used only in sensitive

applications, such as medical images. For example, artifacts introduced by a lossy

compression method into an X-Ray radiograph may suggest an incorrect interpretation

and alter the diagnosis of a medicalcondition. Conversely, for commercial, industrial, and

consumer applications, lossy methods are preferred because they reduce storage and

communication bandwidth.

In lossy compression, the coded image contains degradation relative to the

original. As a result, much higher compression can be achieved compared to lossless

compression. The general framework for a lossy scheme includes the image

decomposition or transformation, quantization, and symbol encoding. The more

sophisticated a coding algorithm is, the better the image quality that can be achieved for a

given bit rate, and the more complexity the scheme has. In this dissertation we

concentrate on lossy image compression.

Current lossy algorithms for natural continuous tone (gray-level) image coding

generally employ one of three techniques: (1) transform coding [Prat79, ANR74, Jain79],

(2) subband coding [Vett84, WoNe86, Wood91], and (3) vector quantization (VQ)

[Gray84, Bake84, GeGr92].
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1.2.1 Transform Coding

A typical transform coding system first divides an image of size N byN into smaller

blocks of size n by n and then performs a reversible, linear and unitary transform on each

block. A block diagram of a basic transform coding system is shown in Figure 1.1. The

kernels of the transform describe a set of complete, orthonormal discrete basis functions

[Prat78]. The goal of the transform is to decorrelate the original signal and redistribute

the signal energy to only a small set of transform coefficients, Thus, many less important

coefficients can be discarded after quantization of the coefficients and prior to encoding.

Also, visuallossless compression can often be achieved by incorporating the human visual

system contrast sensitivity function in the quantization of the coefficients.

annelimage Segmented inn Forward Quantizer Ch
~

n byn blocks - Transform andCoder

tructedannel Inverse Combine recons

- Decoder
Transform n byn blocks -image

Figure 1.1 Transform codingsystem

There are several characteristics that are desirable in a transform when it is used

for image compression. (1) Image decorrelation: The ideal transform completely

decorrelates the data in a block by packing the most amount of energy in the fewest

numbers of coefficients. (2) Image-independent basis function: Because of the large

statistical variations among images, the optimal transform usually depends on the image.
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Unfonunately, finding the basis functions of such a transform is a computational intensive

task and the overhead required to transmit these sets of basis functions to the decoder can

lower the compression efficiency. As a result, it is generally desirable to trade off optimal

performance for a transform whose basis functions are image independent. (3) Fast

implementation: The number of operations required for a k point transform is generally on

the order of e. Some fast implementations reduce the number of operations to the order

of klog(k).

There are several common transforms in image compression, such as Karhunen

Loeve transform (KLT), discrete Fourier transform (DFf), discrete cosine transform

(DCT), and Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT). Among them, DCT is the most popular

one and has been employed in the international standard JPEG (Joint Photographic

Experts Group) described in section 1.3.1.

1.2.2 Subband Coding

In subband coding, an image is first filtered to create a set of images, called the

subbands, each of which contains a limited range of spatial frequencies. Since each

subband has a reduced bandwidth compared to the original full-band image, they may be

downsampled. This process of filtering and subsampling is called the analysis stage. The

subbands are then encoded using one or more encoders. Different bit rates or even

different coding techniques can be used for each subband, thus taking advantage of the

properties of the subband and/or allowing for the coding errors to be distributed across the

subbands in a visually optimal manner. Reconstruction is achieved by upsampling the

decoded subbands, applying appropriate filters, and adding the reconstructed subbands

together. This is called the synthesis stage. The block diagram of subband coding system

is shown in Figure 1.2.

7



Analysis • Synthesis. Subband reconstructedimage Stage: Stage:

splitting Encoding Decodin reconstruct
image

Figure 1.2 Subband Coding

1.2.3 Vector Quantization

In vector quantization, the original image is first decomposed into K-dirnensional

image vectors which can be generated in a number of different ways. For example, a K =

n x m block of pixels can be ordered to form a K-dimensional vector, or a 3-dimensional

vector can be formed from the color components (such as red, green and blue) of an

individual pixel. The image may also be modified prior to forming the vectors, such as by

a ncr transform with the coefficients as the vector components.

Each image vector X is then compared with a set of representative templates or

codevectors generated by some algorithm. The codevectors are also of dimension K. The

best match is chosen using a nearest neighbor (or minimwn distortion) rule. The index of

the best match is then transmitted to the receiver. At the receiver, the index is used as an

entry to a duplicate codebook (a table lookup) to reproduce the image vector (Figure 1.3).

Chapter 2 will discuss VQ techniques in detail.
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Nearest--- Neighbor ~ Channel Table ~

Rule Lookup

XXXX XXXX
XXXX XXXX
XXXX XXXX- --

Codebook Codebook

Figure 1.3 A simple vector quantization system

VLC
i7.erl--,~ (Huffman

Table)

Q

Table

Q
Table

Compressed
image

Offset

iller
Inverse

VLC

Figure 1.4 JPEG baseline algorithm
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1.3 Industrial Standards

Current image compression standardization efforts for continuous-tone image

include the JPEG for still images, and H261 and MPEG for video images.

1.3.1 JPEG for Still Image Compression

A committee known as JPEG (for Joint Photographic Experts Group) was formed

under the joint auspices of ISO (International Standardization Organization) and CCITT

(Consultative Committee of the International Telephone and Telegraph) at the end of

1986 for the purpose of developing an international standard for the compression and

decompression of continuous-tone, still image, monochrome and color images [peMi92].

A major motivation for the formation of JPEG was the advent of multimedia services on

the 64 Kbits/s Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN). The goal of JPEG is to

define a standard for applications as diverse as photo-videotex, desktop publishing,

graphic art, color facsimile, photojournalism, medical systems, and many others. The

proposed JPEG standard consists of three main components: (l) a baseline system that

provides a simple and efficient algorithm that is adequate for most image coding

applications, (2) a set of extended system features such as progressive build-up that allows

the baseline system to satisfy a broader range of applications, and (3) an independent

lossless method for applications requiring that type of compression. For our interest, only

the first approach (baseline) is discussed below. Figure 1.4 shows the block diagram of

the JPEG baseline algorithm.
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A color image can be represented in different color system, such as RGB (red,

green and blue) systemin computer industry, YUV (Y for luminanceor brightness, U and

V for color difference signals Y-R and Y-B, respectively) in television industry. Each

component of the source image in the JPEG encoder and decoder is divided into non

overlapping blocks of 8 by 8 pixels. Each block is then transformed using the two

dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCI') with an 8 by 8 kernel. The resulting 64

coefficients, computed as a 2-D array of 8 by 8 numbers, represent the frequency content

of the given block. The DCT coefficient value in the upper left-hand corner of the 2-D

array measures the energy of the zero-frequency or direct current (DC) term. The other

63 coefficients give the relative strengths of signal terms with increasing horizontal

frequency from left to right and for terms with increasing vertical frequency from top to

bottom. Next, the DCT coefficients are quantized. The quantization step size varies with

frequency and component. The dependence on frequency reflects the fact that the high

frequency coefficients subjectively matter less than the low-frequency ones and may

therefore be quantized with a large step size (that is, more coarsely). In addition, an

individual component may have its own quantization table. In the draft of JPEG, four

quantization tables are allowed.

Following quantization, the coefficients are re-ordered into a one-dimensional

array by reading out the entries of the two-dimensional array along a zigzag route. In this

way, these quantized coefficients are "approximately" arranged in order of ascending

frequency. Next, the de and ac coefficients are losslessly encoded, both using Huffman

style or arithmetic coding but keyed with different parameters. The de coefficients are

differentially encoded so that the de coefficient of the previous 8 by 8 block of the same

component is used to predict the de coefficient of the current 8 by 8 block and the

difference between these two de terms is encoded. The Huffman code table for the de

term is based on the difference values.

11



The zigzag-coded ac coefficients are first run length coded. This process reduces

the 63 ac coefficients to a number of events. Each event represents a nonzero coefficient

and the number of preceding zero coefficients. Since the high-frequency coefficients are

most likely to be zero, Huffman-coding makes it possible to achieve efficient compression.

1.3.2 CCITT H.261

As for videophony, the CCITT has standardized a coding system, called CCI'IT

H.261, which specifies a method of communication for visual video telephony. It is often

called the p*64 standard because the data rate on the communication channel is p times 64

Kbits per second, where p is a positive integer less than or equal to 32. For p=l, then, a

low-quality video signal for use in picture phones can be transmitted over a 64 Kbits/s

ISDN channel. Ifp=32, a high-quality video signal for teleconferencing can be transmitted

over a 2 Mbits/s line.

The codec (coder/decoder) diagram is shown in Figure 1.5. The encoder is more

complicated than the JPEG encoder, although one can distinguish familiar function blocks

such as the DCT and quantizer. The decoder is less complex. The H.261 encoder is

called hybrid because it combines transform coding (Dcr based) with predictive coding in

which a block in the current frame is predicted from a block in the previous frame using a

feedback loop. It is this inter-frame prediction that results in a low bit rate.

12
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Also, instead of basing predictive coding purely on the difference between the

current frame and the reconstructed image in the frame memory, the CCITI H.261

standard has an optional specification for motion compensation. This increases the

predictive encoder's efficiencyat tracking the inter-frame motion and hence its success at

bit rate reduction.

1.3.3 MPEG

Since 1988 a group known as MPEG (for Moving Picture Experts Group) has

been working under the auspices of ISO to develop a standard for storage and retrieval of

moving images and sound using digital storage media with a combined bandwidth of 1.0

1.5 Mbits/s. The MPEG standard aims to be general-purpose technique for applications as

diverse as electronic publishing, travel guidance, video text, education, games,

entertainment, video mail and tele-seminar training.

Like H.261, the MPEG proposed standard is a full-motion compression algorithm

with both intra-inter frame modes. Unlike H.261, the data rate may not exceed the 1.5

Mbits/s of today's digital storage media such as CD-ROM, DAT (digital audio tape).

The standards committee for MPEG has not completed its work and the system

and audio specifications remain in flux. To a large degree, the functionality of the H.261

encoder block diagram applies. However, the specifics of quantization and motion

compensation and coding are different

Recently a second phase of standardization dubbed MPEG-2 has begun. Its aim is

efficient coding up to 10 Mbits/s with the further goal of higher-quality results. The draft

ofMPEG-2 has come out in the end of 1993.
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1.4 The Choice of Compression Algorithm

There is no absolute answer to a question like "Whatis the best lossycompression

algorithmfor image coding?". The choice of a particular algorithm for a givenapplication

depends on many factors. For example, the encoding and decoding operationsoften need

to be performed in real time when compression is used for an image transmission

application. The issues of implementation complexity, susceptibility to channel errors, and

buffering requirements to match the coder output rate to the channel capacity become

important. In contrast, when compression is used to reduce the storage requirements, the

encoding operation often does not need to be performed in real time. It can be very

complex to improve the image quality since it will be used only once for a given image,

while a simpledecoder is desirable sinceit will be usedrepeatedly to retrieveimages.

The following are some factors that should be considered for selection of a

compression algorithm. The detail considerations can be found in an excellent tutorial

book by Rabbani andJones [RaJ091].

(1) Sensitivity to input imagetypes: Within the general classof continuous-tone imagery,

input image characteristics such as dynamic range, noise, frequency range, pixel-to

pixel correlation, and image resolution may all affect the performance and thus the

choice of an algorithm. Also, some compression schemes may require parameter

tuning to obtain good performance with a given class of images, and performance

can significantly degrade ifother typesof inputimagesare allowed.

(2) Operational bit rate versus quality: Generally, for the majority of compression

schemes, there is a certain range of bit rate for which the algorithm is most efficient,

i.e., the range where it operates closest to the rate-distortion curve. To achieve

optimal results, it is desirable to keep the bit rate within that specified range. For
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example, BTC (block truncation coding) only works for r > 2 bpp, VQ normally has

rate r < 1 bpp.

(3) Implementation issues: This refers to the nature and complexity of the algorithm

relative to the particular hardware or software environment in which it is

implemented Three aspects of an algorithm need to be considered: (a)

computational complexity, (2) memory requirements, and (3) amenability to parallel

processing or other efficient hardware such as VLSI implementation.

(4) Encoder/decoder asymmetry: Some approaches need a complex encoder but simple

decoder (e.g., VQ), while others require an encoder and a decoder of comparable

complexity (e.g., JPEG DCf).

(5) Artifacts: Different algorithms create different artifacts depending on their mode of

operation and bit rate.

Other factors include channel error tolerance, constant rate versus constant image

quality, progressive transmission capability, and system compatibility. These discussions

can be found in [RaJ091].

1.SDissertation Outline

In this dissertation, we focus on lossy image and video compression at very low bit

rate using vector quantization and neural network techniques. Equally important, we want

to overcome the complexity barrier of VQ techniques in order to build a practical image

compression system with potential for real-time applications.

Chapter 2 reviews previous work in vector quantization for image and video

compression. It focuses on the two aspects in VQ design, VQ codebook generation and

encoder/decoder design. Chapter 3 briefly reviews the background of neural networks

and the applications of competitive learning neural networks for VQ codebook generation.
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Chapter 4 presents the principle of the self-organizing vector quantization (SOVQ)

technique for image compression. A self-organizing VQ prediction algorithm is proposed

to exploit the correspondence between the image interblock correlation and the

geometrical closeness of codevectors in a codebook trained by the Kohonen learning

algorithm. This prediction algorithm dynamically selects the most probable codevectors

approximating an image block without tracing the input statistics. Thus, it significantly

reduces the complexity in a VQ. The prediction performance has been investigated by

modeling an image as a block Gaussian Markov random field. The relationships among

the probability of correct selection (the best match is contained in the subset), the

correlation of neighboring blocks, and the search window size have been derived

Chapter 5 presents three self-organizing VQ algorithms for still image compression

using the SOVQ prediction, including (1) a fast codebook search algorithm, (2) a label

predictive VQ, and (3) a self-organizing finite-state VQ. The last two algorithms are also

able to incorporate DPCM and variable-length coding schemes to further reduce bit rate

because of the correspondence between the correlation and the geometric closeness of

codevectors. These algorithms achieve significantcomplexity (time & storage) reduction,

very low bit rate (0.2-0.4 bpp) and good image quality (30-34 dB). The complexityof the

design and implementationis also simplified

Chapter 6 discusses video sequence compression using motion compensation and

self-organizing finite state VQ techniques. By utilizing the coded neighboring blocks in

current frame as well as the previous frame, the SOVQ prediction can achieve up to 94%

prediction accuracy. The simulation results show that this algorithm can achieve the rate

of 0.08 to 0.15 bpp while maintaining an acceptable image quality (36-39 dB).

Chapter 7 focuses on the codebook generation techniques. A new competitive

learning algorithm is proposed for VQ codebook generation. As a fast alternative to the

GLA (Generalized Lloyd Algorithm), it achieves near-optimal performance with
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significant complexity (time and storage)reduction. In addition, a neural network-based

adaptive image segmentation technique is presented for segmentation-based VQ, a

technique to improve image quality by separately encoding the edge blocks and smooth

texture blocks in an image.

In Chapter 8 we summarize the major results of this thesis and discuss the

applications and possible future work.
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Chapter 2

Vector Quantization

Vector quantization (VQ) techniques [Gers82, Gray84, GeGr92] have been widely

applied in source coding tasks such as speech and image coding. VQ provides a large

reduction in bit rate while preserving the essential signal characteristics. Conventional

coding techniques, such as differential pulse code modulation (DPCM), transform coding,

hybrid coding, and adaptive versions of these techniques have a weakness; quantization is

performed on individual real-valued samples of waveforms or pixels of images. These

techniques are not optimal since the processed samples are still somehow correlated or

dependent. VQ overcomes this weakness by its inherent capability of exploiting the linear

as well as nonlinear redundancies in the components of a vector. The more the

redundancies, the better the performance gain over the scalar quantization. According to

Shannon's rate-distortion theory [Shan48], better performance is always achievable by

coding vectors instead of scalars, even though the data source is memoryless. As the

vector dimension K ~, VQ is able to achieve performance close to the rate-distortion

bound; for a given average distortion, it can achieve compression with the lowest bit rate,

for a given average bit rate, it can achieve compression with the lowest distortion.

The large values of K required to approach the rate-distortion bound make

codebook storage and searching impractical. However, reasonable performance can still

be achieved with vectors of modest dimension because of the inherent capability of VQ to

address linear as well as nonlinear redundancies in the components of the vector. In fact,

VQ is known as the most efficient technique at very low bit rate (on the order of 0.5 bit

per pixel or less). As we move toward the next generation of low bit rate algorithms for

image and video coding, more ubiquitous use of vector quantization is very likely
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[Jaya92]. In this chapter, we review the basic VQ techniques, problems, and some

solutions.

2.1 Definition

(2.2)

A vector quantizer Q of dimension K and size N is a mapping from a K

dimensional Euclidean space, RK
, into a finite set C of that space containing N output or

reproduction vectors, called codevectors,

Q: RK
~C. (2.1)

where C ={YllY2'···'YN} and Yi e RK for each i e 1== {l,2,···,N}. The set C is called the

codebook and the set I is called index set (or addresses of codevectors). All possible input

vectors in RK will be represented by the N codevectors. Therefore, the compression is

achieved at the cost of distortion.

Associated with the N codevectors is a partition of RK into N regions (cells), R,

for i e I. The jth cell is defined by

s, ={xeRK:Q(x)=YJ

From the definition of a partition, it follows that

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)D:I~C

The operation of VQ can be viewed as a combination of two functions: an encoder

and a decoder. The encoder E is the mapping from RK to the index set I, and the decoder

D is a mapping from the index set I to the codebook C. Thus,

e. RK ~l

Given a partition, the encoder identifies in which of the N cells of the RK space

the input vector lies and produces the index of that cell as the output. On the other hand,
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the decoder is simply a table lookup that is determined by specifying the codebook. The

decoder generates an output vector (a codevector) from a given index in the table. The

overall operation of VQ can be regarded as the cascade of the encoder and decoder

(Figure 2.1).

Index
Encoder .. Decoder ..... ... ...

A

Qx X=

VQ

Figure 2.1 VQ as the cascade of an encoder and decoder

Given a distortion measure d(x,y) between the original vector x and the

reproduction vector y, the encoder selects the reproduction vector based on the minimum

distortion rule: choose Yi such that d(X'Yi) ~ d(x'Yj)' j = 1,2,... ,N. The most common

distortion measure used in image VQ is the mean square error (MSE), which corresponds

to the square of the Euclidean distance between the two vectors; i.e.,

1 K
d(x,y)=-L(xj _Yj)2

K j=l

The bit rate of a vector quantizer is defined as

r= log2N

K

(2.6)

(2.7)

which measures the number of bits per vector component used to represent the input

vector. For a fixed dimension K, the rate is determined by the code book size N.
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The average quantization error between a set of input source signals and their

reproduction codevectors is the distortion of the vector quantizer.

1 r-i
D=-Lmind(x"y)

T ,..0 Y6C
(2.8)

where T is the total number of input vectors. Generally, increasing the number of

codevectors can decrease the distortion of the vector quantizer and but increase the bit

rate. One major concern for vector quantizer design is the trade-off between distortion

and rate.

Although VQ is a powerful compression technique, conventional VQ methods

suffer from several problems, such as the high computational complexity and large

memory requirement in the VQ codebook generation phase and encoding phase, and the

edge distortion. We focus on two key problems in the existing VQ techniques below:

• Codebook generation: to produce a codebook while minimizing the average distortion

as well as the complexity.

• Codebook structure design: to structure a codebook in order to allow efficient

searching without impairing the performance.

2.2 Codebook Generation

Codebooks are typically generated by using a training set of images that are

representative of the images to be encoded. The advantage of this approach is that it does

not require any information about the underlying image statistics. If the images to be

encoded belong to the same class of imagery in terms of detail, resolution, image features,

etc., the codebook can result in good performance (image quality). However, if the
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images to be encoded differ greatly from the training images, the performance may be

substantially degraded. Thus, a codebook should be developed using as large and diverse

a training set as possible to achieve reasonable average performance.

2.2.1 Generalized Lloyd Algorithm

The most widely used algorithm for VQ codebook generation is the generalized

Lloyd algorithm (GLA), also called the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [LBG80,

Lloy56]. It designs a codebook based on the nearest neighbor rule and the centroid

condition. The algorithm for an unknown distribution training set is given as below

[LBG80], where N is the codebook size, and M is the number of training vectors.

(1) Start with an initial codebook Co = (y!o) .i = 1,2,... ,N}, a distortion measure dO, and

a fractional distortion change threshold e , Set the iteration counter k =0, and the

average distortion over all training vectors, Do, to a large number.

(2) Nearest Neighbor rule:

Given the codebook C" = (y!").i = 1,2,... ,N}, find the minimum distortion partition

R(C",X) = {Ri'i =1,2,...N}, for the training set X such that x j E R; if

d(xj,y;("» ~ d(x"y;("», for all I. Compute the average distortion

(2.9)

(3) If convergence ratio (D"_l -D,,)I D" ~e, stop the iteration and use C" as the final

codebook; otherwise continue.

(4) Centroid condition:

Find the optimal codebook C"+l ={y;("+l),i=1,2,... ,N} for the partition R(C",X) =

{Ri'i = 1,2,...N}, with
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(2.10)

where "Rill is the number of input vectors that fall into the cell Ri.
(5) Increment k to k+I and go to (2).

The codebook design problem for a nearest neighbor quantizer is usually

equivalent to the minimization of a multimodal performance measure over a high

dimensional space. The GLA is a gradient descent algorithm, meaning that each iteration

always reduces the average distortion. Thus, the GLA has the ability to be used as an add

on to any other techniques: it can improve (or at the worst leave unchanged) the

performance of any given initial codebook. Any alternative VQ design method can always

be regarded as a way to generate an initial codebook for GLA. It has been proved that,

for a finite training set, GLA always produces a sequence of codebooks whose average

distortion converges to a local minimal point in a finite number of iterations [LBG80].

Note that the GLA only generates local optimal codebook [GeGr92], and generally

there are numerous local optimal points, Many of them may result in poor performance,

Therefore, choosing an initial codebook is a very important part in the GLA. Good

performance can usually be obtained by providing a good initial codebook. In fact, if the

initial codebook is good enough, it may not be worth the effort to run further

improvement algorithms. There are many techniques to design an initial codebook. The

following are some of the most useful ones:

• Random Coding

This is the simplest approach that fills a codebook of N codevectors by randomly

selecting N vectors from the training set.
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• Pairwise Nearest Neighbor Design

Pairwise Nearest Neighbor (PNN) [Equi87, 89] starts with M clusters, each

containing one training vector. Then the two nearest vectors are merged to one cluster

with the centroid of the two clusters as the new cluster center. Thus, a M-l codebook is

generated. This process is repeated until the number of clusters equals the desired

codebook size N.

• Splitting

In the splitting process, the centroid of the entire training set is found, and this

single codevector is split by perturbing it a small amount to form two codevectors. Then

the GLA is applied to generate an optimal codebook of size 2. This procedure continues

in this way so that the optimal codebook of one stage is split to form an initial codebook

for the next stage until N codevectors are generated [LB080].

The major problems of GLA are high computational complexity and a huge

memory requirement. Given the training set of M vectors of dimension K and the

codebook size ofN, (often M»N), assume GLA iterates L times before convergence. At

each iteration GLA has to repartition the input space. That means it has to search the

codebook to find the best match for each training vector. The computing cost for each

codebook search is O(KN) and the computational complexity for L iterations is O(LMNK).

For a moderate example of image compression, say, 10 images in the training set. Each

image has the size of 512 by 512. The image is divided as non-overlapping blocks of 4 by

4. Thus K = 16, M = 163840. The typical number of iterations in GLA is about 20.

Thus, for a codebook of size 1024, the computing cost is about 1. 3x 1010 multiplications.

It takes a Sun SPARC II about 2 days in the training phase. More important, the

complexity increases exponentially as the vector dimension increases. When fast
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codebook generation is necessary, such as in an adaptive VQ scheme, only one or two

iterations of GLA can be used to train a codebook that degrades the performance.

On the other hand, GLA has to store the entire training set in memory to reduce

the I/O time for the iteration. Thus, it needs space on the order of O(KM+KN). The

previous example takes 2.5 Mega bytes for the training set. When the training set

becomes very large, such as a set of images, the computational complexity and memory

requirement might be impractical for a real-time VQ system.

2.2.2 OtherAlgorithms for Codebook Generation

There exist a number of different approaches for codebook generation. Basically,

there are two opposite directions among these researches: toward the global optimal

codebook generation while sacrificing computing power, and toward the fast codebook

generation algorithm while sacrificing the performance.
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• Global Optimum Codebook Generation

By introducing randomness into each iteration of the GLA, it becomes possible to

avoid a local minimal point, reduce or eliminate the dependence of the solution on the

initial codebook, and locate a solution that may actually be a global optimum codebook.

This approach is called simulated annealing, a stochastic relaxation technique used to find

the optimum codebook with respect to the training set. It avoids the local minimal point

by introducing noise into the system [Metr53]. Other stochastic relaxation approaches for

globally optimal vector quantization have been proposed in [VaGe88, CeWe88, ZVG92].

Generally, a slightly enhanced codebook can be achieved by increasing the computational

complexity.

• Fast Code book Generation

While GLA and simulated annealing algorithms are used to design optimal

codebooks, several fast codebook generation algorithms have been proposed for some

applications where time is critical. For example, in adaptive VQ, a codebook is first

generated on a training set, and it will adapt slowly as the input statistics change. Usually,

one iteration of the GLA is used to generate the first codebook.

Fast codebook generation algorithms focus on the computing efficiency rather than

the optimality of codebook. One way to reduce the complexity is to modify the GLA

during the repartition phase: search a partial codebook instead of the entire codebook

[HLC91]. Equitz [Equi87, 89] has proposed the fast pairwise nearest neighbor (FPNN)

by applying a K-d tree search mechanism.

The competitive learning algorithms in the neural networks, on the other hand,

appear to be particularly suitable for VQ design; the Kohonen Self-organizing Feature

Map (KSFM) [Koh088, NaFe88] and the Frequency Sensitive Competitive Learning

algorithm [KAMC90] are two such algorithms. The use of neural networks for VQ has a
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number of advantages. First, neural network technology is naturally oriented toward a

high parallel computing architecture and, thus, offers the potential for real-time VQ.

Second, the adaptability of neural network-based training algorithms allows great

flexibility in VQ design. The detail of neural network techniques for VQ design will be

discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3 Codebook Structure Design

2.3.1 Complexity and Storage Limitations

Direct use of VQ suffers from a serious complexity barrier that greatly limits its

practical use as a complete and self-contained coding technique. The following example

shows a very real and practicallirnitation on the applicability of VQ [GeGr92]. Given a

typical image with 512 by 512 pixels, we focus on the question of how to partition this

image into vectors for direct application ofVQ. Generally, if we constrain the bit rate r to

a fixed value, we know the performance of VQ can only increase as the dimension K of

the vector increases. This improvement with dimension can be explained by exploiting the

redundancy in higher dimensional vectors. On the other hand, the required codebook

storage space and the search complexity (number of operations per input vector in an

exhaustive codebook search) are both proportional to NK. Thus both time and space

complexity are given by

KN=K2rK (2.11)

which grows exponentially with the vector dimension K. For instance, given r = 0.5

bit/pixel (bpp), K = 16 (a 4 by 4 block), then N = 256. If the vector dimension K is

increased to 64 (a 8 by 8 block), then N = 232 and NK = 2.75 X 1011 . The search

complexity and storage requirement are beyond the capacity of current computer
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technology. That is why only modest vector dimensions (say, less than or equal to 16) and

codebook sizes (say, less than 1024) are used for practical image compression. As

designers of signal compression systems, we tend to push toward the complexity limits of

VQ to obtain the best achievable coding gain [GeGr92].

Several approaches have been developed which apply various constraints to the

structure of VQ codebook and yield a correspondingly altered encoding/decoding

algorithm and design technique. As a result, higher vector dimension and large codebook

size become feasible without hitting a "brick wall" complexity barrier. This section will

briefly review some of those techniques, including tree-structure VQ, product VQ,

classified VQ and memory VQ.

2.3.2 Tree-Structured VQ

To reduce the search time, a tree-structure can be imposed on the codebook,

where each node has m branches and there are p =log.. N levels to the tree [Gray84,

MSG85]. This reduces the computational cost to O(Kmlog
lll

N) since only certain

branches of the tree are searched. However, the storage cost increases to

Km(N -1)/ (m -1) since the vectors have to be stored for every level (including the

bottom level). For a binary tree, the required storage doubles.

The codebook for a tree-structure VQ is designed by using successive applications

of the GLA at each node for a codebook of size m, starting from the root (the centroid of

the entire training set), ending at the final level (with N codevectors as the leaves). An

input vector is quantized by the first level codebook of size m, then it is quantized at the

second level, third, and so on until the final level is reached. At each level, only m

codevectors are examined, i.e., the computational cost is O(Km). The total number of

levels is log.. N and the total cost is O(Kmlog.. N) per vector or O(mlog
lll

N) per pixel.
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A tree-structure codebook can never perform better than a single level full search

codebook since a tree structure effectively limits the possible codevectors once a

particular branch has been selected. Typically, the degradation is quite modest but often it

is not negligible [GrAb82, MRG85, WuZh91]. In image coding applications, it can result

in a particularly noticeable quality difference. Other tree-structures include the tapped tree

[Bake84] and pruned tree [CLG89].

2.3.3 Product Code VQ

A solution to avoid the complexity barrier is to use a codebook with a product

structure, i.e., a codebook that is formed as the Cartesian product of several smaller

codebooks [RaJo91]. If a vector can be characterized by certain independent features,

e.g., orientation and magnitude, a separate codebook can be developed to encode each

feature. The final codevector is the concatenation of all the different encoder outputs.

The advantage of a product code is demonstrated as below.

Consider the example [RaJo91] that two separate codebooks of size N, and Nz are

used to encode the orientation and magnitude of a vector, respectively. The effective size

(number of codevectors available) of the product codebook is NtNZ' since there are

different magnitudes for every orientation. However, both the storage and computational

cost are proportional to N = N, +Nz rather than NtNZ' resulting in a substantial saving.

Product codes are sub-optimal compared to full search codebooks with the same

effective size, but they can potentially outperform full search codebooks with the same

complexity and bit rate. This is due to the fact that for the same complexity, the effective

size of a product codebook is much large than a full search codebook, and the product

codebook can be used to encode vectors of larger dimension while achieving the same bit

rate.
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There are many types of product codes, such as mean/residual VQ (MIRVQ)

[BaGr82, Bake84], interpolative/residual VQ (IIRVQ) [HaHa88], gain/shape VQ

(G/SVQ). Gersho and Gray's book "Vector Quantization and Signal Compression"

[GeGr92] provides an in-depth discussion of the techniques.

2.3.4 Classified VQ

The vector coded images at very low bit rate usually suffer from edge distortion

since edges cannot be reproduced perfectly by a small size codebook. Gersho and

Ramamuthi [RaGe83, RaGe86] tackled this problem by classifying each vector of the

image into several categories, each designed to encode blocks of pixels that contain a

specific type of feature, e.g., a horizontal edge, a vertical edge, complete uniform area,

etc. The codebook used to encode a particular block is determined by a classifier capable

ofdifferentiating between the different types of features. The rationale for this approach is

that numerous small codebooks, each tuned to a particular class of vectors, can provide

comparable image quality with low search complexity as compared to a single large

codebook. Other researches extended the features from the spatial domain to the

frequency domain (Discrete Cosine Transformation) [KiLe91]. Ngan and Koh [NgK092]

combined predictive VQ with CVQ into predictive classified VQ (PCVQ) where the

classification information is obtained by prediction rather than transmission. Therefore,

the bit rate can be further reduced to 0.70-0.93 bpp with acceptable image quality.
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2.3.5 Memory VQ

To lower the bit rate further it is necessary to exploit the inter-block correlations

with some memory VQ scheme, such as finite state VQ (FSVQ) and predictive VQ

(PVQ).

FSVQ can be modeled as a finite state machine where each state represents a

separate VQ codebook [DuGr85, FGD85, ArGe86]. FSVQ is similar to classified VQ in

that a collection of relatively small codebooks is used rather than one large codebook. In

FSVQ, however, the codebook selection is done on the basis of a next-state function

rather than a block classifier. This next-state function is a mapping of the current state

(with its associated codebook) and the current output codevector to another state (and

associated codebook). The motivation for FSVQ is that the adjacent blocks in an image

are often similar, and we can take advantage of this correlation by choosing an appropriate

codebook given previous encoding decisions. FSVQ results in improved performance

with small block size since it allows for the use of different VQ codebooks based on the

past information. In Chapter 6 we will discuss FSVQ scheme in detail.

Predictive VQ [HaMe84, Hang84, HaW085] is another kind of memory VQ that is

a straightforward vector extension of traditional scalar predictive quantizer or DPCM

(differential pulse code modulation). The coder consists of a vector predictor and an error

vector quantizer. The error vector signal is formed by subtracting the predicted vector

estimated from the previous vectors from the actual present sample vector. This error

vector is then coded by using an error codebook. The key is to design an adaptive vector

predictor in order to achieve an efficient coder.
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2.4 VQ for Image Sequence and Video Compression

• Label Replenishment

In an image sequence, successive frames are usually very highly correlated. A

simple interframe coding system, called frame replenishment, only transmits the intensity

of pixels that change between successive frames. Goldberg and Sun [SuG085, GoSu86]

introduced several interframe coding schemes where the ideas of label replenishment and

codebook replenishment were incorporated in their schemes. In this scheme, the blocks

(or vectors) from the first frame are used as the training set to generate the codebook.

Then the first frame is quantized by the codebook and the labels (indices of codevectors)

are stored in the label memory and transmitted. Each subsequent frame is quantized and

the label is then compared to the one in the label memory. If it differs, the memory is

replenished and the new label with some side information about the replenishment is

transmitted to the receiver. Otherwise no information is transmitted.

• Interframe Finite State Vector Quantization

Baker and Shen [BaSh87, ShBa88] have applied FSVQ to interframe coding

where the block-to-block and frame-to-frame memory is expressed through a state which

is a function of motion and the intensity gradients of a block's neighbors. A bilinear

interpolator is employed to reduce the energy of foreground residuals encoded by the

FSVQ. The background blocks are coded using simple frame difference and the codebook

is built with a gradient descent algorithm. The coder/decoder (codec) at 0.4 bpp

outperform a similar, but non-finite intraframe VQ at 1.0 bpp by 4 dB.

Chen et al [CCW92] used a side match FSVQ [Kim88] and the codebook

replenishment scheme to build an adaptive interframe FSVQ for image sequence.
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Nasrabadi et al applied a dynamic FSVQ [NaFe91] for interframe coding with a motion

compensation module [GNM92].

• Interframe Predictive Vector Quantization

The idea of predictive VQ can easily be extended to interframe DPCM coders

[MAIY84, Bage86]. Murakami et al [MAIY84] introduced a coding system where VQ is

employed to code the interframe difference signal obtained from the moving areas.

Adaptive predictors, such as motion compensated predictors [NeSt74, JaJa81, DPS81],

can also be incorporated into the interframe PVQ.

We have briefly reviewed several VQ techniques for image and video coding in the

spatial domain, called spatial VQ. There are also VQ techniques in the transform domain,

called transform VQ. The purpose of transform coding is to convert statistically

dependent or correlated pixels into independent or uncorrelated coefficients. A

comparison of VQ systems is a difficult task because computational complexity, codebook

storage, and overhead information must be considered for each system. Obviously, one

major advantage of a spatial VQ system over a transform VQ system is that the decoder is

very simple as it is just a lookup table.

It is interesting to point out that, compared to any method based on a transform

coding scheme (such as neT in JPEG/MPEG), VQ has the advantages of (1) simple

hardware implementation, especially for the decoder; (2) faithful reproduction of details at

very low bit rate; (3) effective for the pulsive components of the difference signals (for

motion pictures) [NLF89]. In addition, the use of a large vector dimension tends to bring

out the inherent capability of VQ to address linear as well as nonlinear redundancies in the

components of the vector being quantized.
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The major barrier of VQ applications is the high computational complexity. This

dissertation has focused on low bit rate and low complexity VQ algorithms. The

complexity barrier has been overcome by incorporating neural network techniques. Next

we review some basic concepts of neural networks and the applications in vector

quantization.
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Chapter 3

Neural Network Algorithms for Image Coding

Neural networks provide a unique computing architecture whose potential has only

begun to be tapped. Inspired by the structure of the brain, neural network architectures

are radically different from the computer system that are widely used today. They are

massively parallel systems that rely on dense arrangements of interconnections and

surprisingly simple processors.

Neural networks provide an effective approach for a variety of applications, such

as pattern recognition, associated memory, control, etc. In this chapter we will focus on

the application of vector quantization using neural network techniques for image

compression. Some key concepts of neural networks are briefly reviewed in Section 3.1.

Then the competitive neural networks and their application for image compression will be

presented in section 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.1 Basic Concepts of Neural Networks

Neural networks are highly parallel computing structures consisting of a number of

simple processing units, called neural units or neurons, and a set of interconnections

between these neurons and the inputs to the networks. The inputs to any neural unit can

be regarded as a vector x. Also associated with a neural unit is a weight vector w, and an

activation function g(w.x) that is the output produced by the unit. Thus, the overall input

output function of any neural unit is determined by its weight vector, its input, and the

activation function of that unit

Neural networks are not programmed; they learn by examples. In order to

perform a particular task, neural networks undergo a training (learning) process in which
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the weight vectors associated with neural units are modified Typically, a neural network

is presented with a training set consisting of a group of examples from which the network

can learn. These examples, known as training patterns, are represented as vectors, and

can be taken from such sources as images, speech signals, sensor data, robotics ann

movements, financial data, and diagnosis information. The training process depends on

the networks being presented with statistically representative data during the training

process; the network modifies the weight vectors based on internally calculated error

measures derived from the training data. There are a number of techniques used to modify

the weights [Lipp8?], but all of these techniques can be classified as either supervised or

unsupervised.

• Supervised Learning

The supervised learning algorithms use training data that are labeled with the

desired network output. An error measure is calculated from the desired output and the

network calculated output, and the weight vectors are consequently modified according to

the learning rule being used, such as back propagation that is a generalization of the least

mean square algorithm [RHW86]. Supervised learning algorithms have been extensively

used in a number of applications, including functional approximation, classification, and

data abstraction, but have not been widely used for vector quantization.

• Unsupervised Learning

In unsupervised learning there is no teacher, i.e., no feedback from the

environment to say what those outputs should be or whether they are correct. The

network must discover for itself patterns, features, regularities, correlation, or categories

in the input data and code for them in the output. The network has to derive the error and

the necessary weight modifications directly from the statistics of the training data.
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Unsupervised learning can only work when there is redundancy in the training data.

Without the redundancy it would be impossible to find any patterns or features in the data.

In most cases, unsupervised learning algorithms try to cluster the training data into

representative groups. Competitive learning algorithms are one class of such unsupervised

learning algorithms and they appear to be well suited for VQ applications.

3.2 Competitive Learning Neural Networks

In a competitive learning network, there is a single layer of output neurons 0i'

i =1,2,... ,N, each fully connected to a set of inputs xi' j =1,2, ... ,K (Figure 3.1). Only

one of the output neurons, called the winner, can fire at a time. The winner is the neuron

with weight vector closest to the input vector x

t = arg I$ {Iwi - xl}
t

Output

(3.1)

n bym grid

Input Vector

Competitive layer

Weights

Figure3.1 Competitive learningneural network
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A winner-take-all (WTA) network implements a pattern classifier using the above

criterion. The problem now is how to find clusters in the training data and how to choose

the weight vector accordingly.

A WTA starts with small random values for the weights. It is important that none

of them should be identical to each other. Then a set of patterns is applied to the network

in turn or in random order. For each input x, a winner t among the outputs is found and

the w .• , weight vector associated with the winner, has been updated to make the w.• closer
, I

to the current input vector x. This makes the winning units more likely to win on that

input in the feature. The standard competitive learning rule is

L\w.• =l1·(x-w.• ), , (3.2)

where 11 is the learning rate. Equation (3.2) moves w, directly towards x. Thus, the
I

patterns compete for output units, continually trying to bring the nearest one closer. After

all the training data are presented, the output units have each discovered a cluster of inputs

and have moved to its center of gravity (centroid). This is the principal function of a

competitive learning network -- discovering clusters of a set of input vectors.

One problem is that units with weights far from any input vector may never win,

and therefore never learn. These are sometimes called dead units. It can be prevented in

several ways below:

1. Initialization: The weights can be initialized by examples from the training set itself,

thus ensuring that they are all in the right domain.

2. Leaky learning: The weights of all losers are updated as well as those of the winners,

but with a much smaller learning rate 11 [RuZi85, GrosS?]. Then a unit that begins

losing should gradually move towards the average input direction until eventually it

succeeds in winning a competition.
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3. Neighborhood: If the units are arranged in a geometrical way, such as a two

dimensional array, the weights of the winner and its neighbors are updated. This is the

essence of Kohonen self-organizing feature mapping.

4. Conscience mechanism: Frequent winners are supposed to feel guilty and so reduce

their winning rate.

Generally, different solutions result in different learning algorithms. Next we

present the competitive neural network techniques for VQ applications -- codebook

generation.

3.3 VQ Codebook Generation

by Competitive Learning Neural Networks

Probably the most important application of competitive learning is vector

quantization for data compression. It is simple to translate competitive learning networks

to VQ structures. The weight vector Wi from the input vector to a single neuron i in the

output layer corresponds to one codevector, denoted as Yi' For simplicity, we willuse the

term "codevector" and "neuron" interchangeably. Thus, a codebook can be defined as

C = {Yi,i E I}, where I is the index set of the output neurons. When an input vector x is

applied at the network input, the winning output tells us its best reproductive codevector

by

( = arg min {IYi - xl}
I

(3.3)

That is, the codevector with the minimum distance (or distortion) "wins" the competition

and is used to encode the input vector.

In this section, we discuss three existing competitive learning algorithms to find

clusters in the input data and choose the codevectors (weight vectors) accordingly. They

are basic competitive learning (BCL), Kohonen's self-organizing feature map (KSFM) and
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frequency-sensitive competitive learning (FSCL). In all these algorithms, the codevectors

are initialized to small random vectors Y(O) = {yj(O),i = I,... ,N}, and the algorithm

iterates through the training set a number of times, adjusting the codevectors after the

presentation of each input vector. The algorithmsconverge when there are no changes of

codevectors. The primaIy differences among these algorithms are how to choose the

winner and how to adjust the weights. The BCL algorithm is the simplest -- winner-take

all. The KSFM algorithm overcomes dead units by shrinking neighborhoods [Koh088].

The FSCL algorithm uses a "fairness" function to force every codevector to "win" equally.

• Basic Competitive Learning Algorithm

(1) At the training time n,apply an input vector x".

(2) Calculate the distortion D, = d (x" ,Yi) for all output neurons.

(3) Select the output with the minimal distortion and label it as the winner t and its

codevector as y.•.
I

(4) Adjust the winner's codevector

y.• (n) =y.• (n-l)+TJ(n)[x"- y.• (n-I)]" ,

(5) Repeat step (1) to (4) for all training vectors.

(3.4)

Note that the learning rate TJ(n) (0 < TJ(n) < 1) does not depend upon the magnitude of the

data. Typically, it decreases as training progresses.

The major problem with BCL is that all the neurons are not equally utilized in

representing the input data. There may exist some dead units. Therefore, the effective

codebook size may be less than the desired size N. As a consequence, the average

distortion will increase.
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• The Kohonen Self-Organizing Feature Map

Kohonen proposed a competitive learning neural network called Kohonen self

organizing feature map (KSFM) [Koh088]. In KSFM, each neuron has an associated

topological neighborhood of other neurons. During the training phase, both the winner

and the neurons in the neighborhood of the winner update their weights. By the

neighborhood mechanism, a KSFM network alleviates the problem of underutilized nodes.

In KSFM, the neighbors of a neuron are defined by means of a set of connections

imposed on the neurons. For example, the connections might form a linear array or a

rectangle grid. Upon the receipt of a training sample, a winning neuron is selected. The

weight vector of each neuron (codevector) in the winning unit's neighborhood is then

updated

Yi(n) = Yi(n-l) +T\(n)A(i,t ,n)[x" - Yi(n-l)] (3.5)

where T\(n) is the leaming rate. The neighborhood function A(i,t ,n) is defined as 1 for

r = i , and decreases with distance between neuron i and t in the output lattice; this is

often referred to as a "Mexican hat" function [HKP91]. The neighborhood size decreases

as the training progresses. Thus neurons close to the winner, as well as the winner t
itself, have their weights changed appropriately, while those further away, where

A(i,t,n) is small, experience litde effect It is here that the topological information is

supplied; nearby neurons receive similar updates and thus end up responding to nearby

input patterns. We will discuss the topological information in Chapter 4 in detail.

To construct a practical algorithm we have to specify A(i,t ,n) and T\(n) (0<

T\(n) <1). It turns out to be useful (and often essential for convergence) to change these

parameters dynamically during training. The KSFM starts with a wide neighborhood, and

then reduces the size of the neighborhood gradually as learning proceeds until each

neighborhood has only one neuron, the winner itself. Similarly, the leaming rate decreases
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as training progresses. Typical neighborhood function and learning rate are exponential or

linear. The KSFM learning algorithm can be stated as below.

(0) Initialize the size of the neighborhood to be large enough that all neurons are in the

sarne neighborhood.

(1) At the training time n, apply an input vector x".

(2) Calculate the distortion D, = d (x" ,Yi) for all output neurons.

(3) Select the output with the minimal distortion and label it as the winner t and its

codevector as y .•.
I

(4) Adjust weights for the winner and its neighborhood of neurons

Yi (n) =Yi(n-l) +ll(n)A(i,t ,n)[x" - Yi(n-l)] (3.6)

(5) Periodically shrink the extent of the neighborhood until it only contains one neurons;

(6) Repeat step (1) to (5) for all training vectors.

KSFM was first applied to image vector quantization by Nasrabadi and Feng

[NaFe88]. They have used an exponentially decreased neighborhood and learning rate and

reported a performance comparable to the GLA.

• The Frequency-Sensitive Competitive Learning Algorithm

The frequency-sensitive competitive learning (FSCL) proposed by Krishnamurthy

et al. [KAMC901 directly addresses the problem of neuron underutilization with the BCL

algorithm by incorporating a measure of how frequently a neuron has been the winner in

the winner selection process [KAMC90]. Each neuron maintains a count u, of the number

of times it was the winner. The distortion measure that is used for selecting the "winner"

is now modified to be F (ui )d (x, Yi ), where F is a nondecreasing function called the

"fairness" function. The fairness function is essentially a way of introducing a count

dependent weighting to the distortion measure. The effect of the weighting is that if a
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codevector wins frequently, its count increases and, consequently, its modified distortion

measure also increases. This gives other codevectors a chance to win the competition.

Note that this is nothing but an implementation of Grossberg's conscience principle

[Gros76] and is similar to the conscience method of DeSieno [DeSi88].

The FSCL learning algorithm can be stated as follows:

(0) The update counters u, are initialized as zeros.

(1) At the training time n, apply an input vector x".

(2) Calculate the distortion D, = F(u)d(x" ,y) for all output neurons, where the u, are

the update counters.

(3) Select the output with the minimal distortion and label it as the winner and its

codevector as y .• and increment u.•.
I . I

(4) Adjust the winner's codevector

y.• (n) = y.• (n-I) +Tl(n)[x ll
- y.. (n-I)]

I I I

where 0 < ,,(n) < 1.

(5) Repeat step (1) to (4) for all training vectors.

The fairness function F(uj ) provides a simple way to control the behavior of the

FSCL training procedure. For example, choosing F(uj ) = 1 is equivalent to the BeL

algorithm. The choice F(u) = uj often provides a good compromise between minimizing

distortion and ensuring uniform codevector usage. The choice F(u) = u~-IIT makes F(u;)

training iteration independent that initially emphasizes uniformity of codevector usage and

then emphasizes minimizing the distortion as the training progresses. By using the fairness

function, FSCL forces every codevector to win equally. However, this may degrade the

performance for images with nonuniform cluster sizes [KAMC90].
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We have discussed three existing neural network techniques for VQ codebook

generation. Basically, there are two kinds of neural network based VQ's. One in which

each codevector is individually trained by the winner-take-all rule and, as a consequence,

has no relationships to other codevectors. That is, codevectors are randomly distributed

in the 2-D grid (similar to a codebook trained by GLA). Another is the self-organizing

type, such as KSFM, which organizes codevectors into a topological feature map.

However, previous work has paid little attention to the geometrical arrangement of

codevectors in the codebook. In Chapters 4-6, we will present some novel VQ

encoding/decoding designs using self-organizing neural networks which achieve very low

bit rate while significantly reducing the coding complexity. In Chapter 7 we will present a
.

fast codebook generation algorithm using a near-optimal competitive learning algorithm.
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Chapter 4

Self-organizing VQ for Image Compression -- Principle

A vector quantizer can exploit linear and non-linear correlation among the pixels in

an image block [GeGr92]. However, a memoryless VQ encodes each block individually

and ignores the high correlation among neighboring blocks. Only small block sizes (often

less than or equal to 4 by 4) can be practically used since the number of codevectors in a

VQ codebook grows exponentially with the block size. Thus, the power of VQ is limited.

To lower the bit rate funher than is possible with a memoryless VQ, it is necessary to

exploit the interblock correlation. This can be achieved by VQ with memory, such as

finite state vector quantization (FSVQ) or a predictive vector quantization (PVQ)

[GeGr92]. The essence of a memory VQ is to use the information of neighboring image

blocks to predict the current block.

Traditional memory VQ's perform the prediction by tracing the statistics change in

an input sequence. The underlying assumption is that the neighboring image blocks form a

Markov random process and the input statistics change can be measured by the

conditional probability of this random process. For example, predictions are performed

based on the histogram in FSVQ [GeGr92, NaFe90]. Path 1 in Figure 4.1 shows this

traditional approach, where the main drawback is the high computational complexity

needed to compute the statistics.

In this chapter we show that a self-organizing VQ (SOVQ) codebook trained by

Kohonen learning algorithm can be used to exploit the interblock correlation. The

interblock correlation is reflected by the geometrical closeness of codevectors in the

SOVQ codebook. Thus, prediction is performed based on the 2-D positions of

codevectors (Path 2 in Figure 4.1). This prediction does not need to trace the statistics

change of the input sequence. Therefore, it reduces computational cost.
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To analyze the statistics, an image is modeled as a block Gaussian Markov random

field and the equivalent relationship between the conditional probability and the 2-D

distance of codevectors is established. Then the probability of correct prediction (the best

match is contained in the subset) is investigated. This is the third path in Figure 4.1 which

shows the analytical approach to study the SOVQ prediction in Path 2. The results show

that the subset of codevectors predicted contains the most probable codevectors

approximating an image block, provided that the neighboring blocks are highly correlated.

Section 4.1 discusses the topological ordering property in a self-organizing VQ

codebook. Section 4.2 investigates the relationships between interblock correlation and

SOVQ. A prediction process is proposed in this section to select a small subset of

codevectors to encode an image block. The block Gaussian Markov random field

(GMRF) is introduced in Section 4.3 and the correct prediction probability is derived in

Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.1 Interblock correlation, conditional probability and
the geometric closeness in SOVQ codebook.
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4.1 The Topological Ordering Property in Self-Organizing VQ

Codebook

connected to input units. The weight

vector Yi from the input vector to a

single neuron i in the output layer

Weights - codevectors

InputVector

Figure 4.2.Competitive learningneural networkfor VQ

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the clustering property of competitive learning

algorithms in neural networks appears to be well suited for VQ codebook generation. A

Output: Indicesof codevectors competitive learning neural network

architecture for VQ is a two-layer

network (Figure 4.2). The output

neurons are arranged as an ~ x n2

lattice, with each neuron fully

corresponds to one codevector. For simplicity, the terms "codevector" and "neuron" are

interchangeably used. The codebook is defined as: C = {y"s e nel,

ne = {s =(i,j):O ~ i < ~,O ~ j <~). Each codevector is indexed by an integer pair (iJ),

i=O, 1, ..., ~-l, j=O, 1, ..., ~-l. A neighborhood system on nc is defined such that for

each codevector Ys' sene' the neighbors of Ys are denoted by Ya.s' where deSCnc'

Further, the neighbors of each point must be chosen so that they have the property that

V's,r e nc ' s ~ deS and r e deS <=> s e de'.

This chapter focuses on the topological ordering property in a VQ codebook

trained by the Kohonen Self-organizing Feature Map (KSFM) [Koho88]. Since KSFM

utilizes the neighborhood mechanism to incorporate local interactions between

codevectors, it creates a feature map that topologically sorts the codevectors in the nc '

That is, the self-organizing process transforms the signal pattern (image block) of K

dimensional space (RK
) onto the 2-D lattice (n e ) . The most important property of the
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(4.1)

mapping is that the output signals (represented by codevectors) remain correlated if the

input signals are correlated [Koho88]. For instance, if three input vectors Xl,X2 and ~

can somehow be ordered according to their Euclidean distances in the vector space, then

the code vectors used to represented them ought to retain the same order relating to their

2-D distances in nc • This means that when the self-organizing codebook is used to

encode a signal sequence, the location of the winning output unit conveys some

information, with nearby codevectors corresponding to similar input vectors. For

example, let Xl and Xz be two input vectors encoded by codevectors Yl and Y2'

respectively. Then t l and t2 (the positions of Yl and Y2 in n c ) should get closer and

closer, eventually coinciding, as Xl and Xz become closer and closer. In addition, it should

not have t l = t2 unless the pattern Xl and Xz are very close. Thus, a topological feature

map is essentially a mapping that preserves neighborhood relations in the input pattern

space, where the 2-Dgeometrical distance

d 2D(tl't2 ) =IItl- t2 11 =~(il -i2 ) 2 + (jl - j2)2

reflects the degree of the patterns' closeness (or correlation, in terms of image vector

quantization) measured by the Euclidean distance in the input pattern space RK

K

d KD (xl ,Xz ) = lIx l - x2 /1 = L,(XU-X2J 2 (4.2)
i=l

Figure 4.3(a) shows a typical code book trained by KSFM. There are 256

codevectors arranged as a 16x16 grid. Each codevector is a 4 by 4 block of pixels. Each

pixel in a codevector is enlarged into 2 by 2 blocks for the visibility purpose. Clearly these

vectors are organized by their similarity: similar codevectors (shapes and gray scales) are

geometrically nearby. In contrast, Figure 4.3(b) shows a code book trained by the

Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA) [LBG80] in which there is no such ordering among

the positions of codevectors.
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(a) SOVQ codebook

(b) GLA codebook

Figure 4.3 Trained codebooks, where the 256 codevectors (blocks)

are arranged as a lattice of 16 by 16.
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Figure 4.4 Codevector distances in a neighborhood
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To investigate the relationship between the distances between codevectors in RK

(measured by the K-D distance) and distance in nc (measured by the 2-D distance), a 7 by

7 window is taken from nc and the relative K-D distance of each codevector with respect

to the center codevector is computed. Figure 4.4 plots, in three-dimensions, a typical

result of this computation. For the self-organizing codebook, the K-D distance between

codevectors increases smoothly as the 2-D distance increases. Thus, if the successive

inputs are close to each other in RK
, they tend to be quantized by codevectors close in the

nc •

The above discussion can be expressed in a precise form. If the input vector x is a

random variable with a stationary probability density function p(x), then the codevectors

will be formed as an ordered image of p(x). In other words, every codevector becomes

maximally sensitized to a particular image block, but for different codevectors this

sensitization occurs in an orderly fashion. Kohonon's ordering proposition is cited below

to describe this ordering property:

Proposition 1. ( Proposition 5.1 in [Koho88]): The weight vectors Yi tend to be ordered

according to their mutual similarity, and the asymptotic local point density of the Yi' in

the average sense, is of the form f(P(x», where f is some continuous, monotonically

increasing function.

For the one dimension case, there are many mathematical proofs that proposition 1

holds by different methods [Koho88, CoFo87, RiSc86, 88, LYB93]. For the 2-D case, it

was proved under some simplified assumptions [LYB93]. However, for three or more

dimensions there is no proof yet. In the case of mapping K-D image blocks into a 2-D

codebook, we have the following proposition based on the simulation results.
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Proposition 2. After the codebook is properly trained by the Kohonen learning

algorithm, the weights (or codevectors) maintain a strict ordering. That is, for any

Yi' Yj, and YI: E C, and their corresponding positions t,,tj, and tl: Ene' we have

(4.3)

Based on this proposition, we now present the following theorem to specify the

correspondence between a 2-D window in .Qe and a K-D volume in vector space RK
•

Theorem 1: Given a 2-D window l¥" = {ti,/Iti -t&/1 ~ wcl in ne , then there is a unique

codevectorvolume in space R K
, ~ = (Yit//Yi - Y&II ~ maxllYj - yAll. such that

'jeW.

(4.4)

Proof: Assume codevector Yo E~ so that lIyo - Y&/1 =maxllYj - y..11
'leW.

Let to be the position of Yo' then lIto - t..11 = w. based on the proposition 2.

(1) Assume that there is a codevector yj' and Yj E C, t jeW::,Yjew;.

This can be rewritten as Iltj - t.. 11 > lIto - t.. 11 and Ily j - y.. 11 s /Iyo - ys 11

This contradicts inequality (4.3).

(2) Similarly, assume that there is a codevector Yj' and yj E C,t jEw;" YjeW.

Rewrite the assumption as Ilt j -tAl ~/Ito -t..11 and IIYj- y&//> I/yo - y.. 11

This also contradicts inequality (4.3).

Q.E.D.

Theorem 1 will be used in Section 4.4 when we derive the statistical performance of

SOVQ.
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4.2. Interblock Correlation and SOVQ

Now we discuss the consequence of using the self-organizing codebook in image

coding. An original image is decomposed into l1\Tnz blocks defined on a finite lattice

.0 = {s = (i.j):O ~ i < ~.O ~ j <~}. Each block x, has K pixels and is indexed by an

integer pair s = (iJ). i=O. 1. 2•...• ~-1. j=O. 1. 2, ..., 11lz-1. A neighborhood system is

defined on .0 such that for each block x" SE .0, its neighbors are denoted by xa" where

asc .0. Further, the neighbors of each point must be chosen so that they have the

property that 'ils.r E .0. s ~ as and r E as~ sear.

Observation shows that the neighboring blocks in a natural image are often highly

similar to each other. Thus, the highly correlated neighboring blocks are often vector

quantized by codevectors that are close in terms of the 2-D distance in equation (1).

Figure 4.5 shows the block x.r and its eight neighboring blocks, z;,r = A, ...,H E as. Let

Yi (i=A, ...,H) be the eight codevectors used to

encode the neighboring blocks. called reference

points of block x,. Also let Y, be the best match

of x,. Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) show a typical

Figure 4.5. Neighboring blocks in animage example of the nine codevectors in a self-

organizing codebook and a GLA codebook,

respectively. Apparently, their positions in the SOVQ codebook are much closer than in

the GLA codebook. The closeness depends on the closeness among these neighboring

image blocks.
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Figure 4.6 The neighboring blocks coded by

(a) Self-organizing codebook, (b) GLA codebook
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From Figure 4.6 we also find that the codevector Ys will lie close to one of these

reference points if Xs is similar to one of its neighboring blocks. That is, the positions of

these reference points (Yi' i=A•...•H) indicates the most probable areas that Ys might

appear. This is the essence of the SOVQ prediction: examining the codevectors

geometrically close to the eight reference points. Assume the search windows centered at

those reference points are W; = {tA:,lItA: -till ~ w], i = A,... ,H, where w is the window size.

The union of these search windows is

c =UWs . I
I

(4.5)

When the neighboring image blocks are highly correlated, the codevector Ys is most likely

inside C
S

' The following prediction algorithm is proposed to implement this idea.

• SOVQ Prediction Algorithm:

(1) For an input block x, find its eight reference points (codevectors used to encode its

eight neighboring blocks).

(2) For each reference point, set a search window in .Qc and select codevectors inside

the window.

(3) Take the union of the eight sets of codevectors by removing the identical

codevectors.

Note that there is no statistics computation here. The prediction is purely based on

the positions of those reference points. Therefore, this algorithm can significantly reduce

the computational costs required to trace the statistics as in conventional memory VQ's.
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In practice, an image will be encoded using a scan order (from top to bottom, from

left to right). Therefore, only four coded neighbors (A, B, C, and D) will be available at

both the encoder and decoder. SOVQ prediction will use the four neighbors' information

to find a subset of codevectors for the current block.

Next we analyze the performance of this SOVQ prediction by modeling an image

as a block Gaussian Markov random field. The conditional probability of correct

prediction (the best match is contained in the predicted subset) is considered. It is shown

that the SOVQ prediction does generate a subset that contains the most probable

codevectors approximating an image block.

4.3. Image Modeling •. Gaussian Markov Random Field

A natural image usually has a large fraction of homogeneous regions. Typically, if

we decompose an image into non-overlapping 4 by 4 blocks of pixels, the probability that

neighboring blocks belong to a homogeneous region is rather high. Thus, one can infer

the pattern of an image block based on its neighbors. This is the technical rational of

proposition 3 below.

Proposition 3: In a natural image, the neighboring image blocks are often highly

correlated. The pattern ofeach block depends on the patterns of its neighboring blocks.

Equivalently, the patterns of the neighboring blocks can be used to reliably estimate the

current block.

The process using the neighboring blocks to extract the current block's information

is called prediction, a statistical estimation procedure where one or more random variables

are estimated from observations of other random variables. Since most of the blocks only

depend on their neighboring blocks, a Markov random field (MRF) model is used to

model the natural image source. The MRF model has recently attracted much attention in
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the image processing and computer vision community; see the two books ([Rose81,

ChJa93]). The major advantages of MRF are: (1) it provides a general and natural model

for the interaction between spatially correlated random variables; (2) it is a powerful

method representing many image sources that have estimation operations that only use

local portions of the image. Kashyap first extended the model to image blocks as a vector

or multivariate random field just as the scalar sequence constitutes a univariate random

field [Kash81]. Kunsch proposed a multivariate Gaussian MRF (GMRF) for a 2-D lattice

in his dissertation [Kuns80] and Kittler and Foglein extended it by restricting it to a

diagonal conditional covariance matrix [KiF084]. Mardia further proposed a multi

dimensional multivariate GMRF with applications to image processing [Mard88].

On the other hand, the Markov model has been extensively used in image coding,

such as predictive VQ [HaW085] and finite state VQ [GeGr92]. Nasrabadi has modeled

the neighboring image blocks as a Markov source and computed the conditional block

transition probabilities by counting the frequency of occurrence of two neighboring

codevectors [NaFe90a]. Nasrabadi has also utilized the MRF model to develop an

address VQ scheme [NaFe90b].

In this chapter an image is modeled as a block-based homogeneous GMRF source.

That is, it satisfies a conditional independence assumption: the conditional probability

density function of a block pattern given all the remaining blocks in the image is equal to

the conditional probability density function given just the blocks in its neighborhood. This

conditional probability can be explicitly written as,

'r:/s E n, p(x)xr,r:t: s) = p(xslxr,r E as) (4.6)

where the prior distribution of an image field is Gaussian, the most common MRF

distribution in image processing community [Rose81, ChJa93].

We now consider the quantized image model. Assume that there is a VQ

codebook, C = {YO,YI,Y2"'" Y"t"2-I } ' with sufficient resolution so that the quantized image,
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Q1 = {zpi E n,Zj E C}, is indistinguishable to the original image. We model this quantized

image as a discrete GMRF. Given a quantized image block zs and its neighbors, zr,r E dS,

we extend Woods' notation [Wood72] to write a block-based homogeneous GMRF

(defined on a finite lattice n= {s= (i,j),O ~ i «m;,0 ~ j <~}) as an equation in which a

block's pattern is a linear combination of the patterns of its neighbors plus a noise term:

(4.7)

where zs E C is a column vector of dimension K corresponding to a (row-wise) raster scan

ordering of the random variables comprising a quantized image block. The noise vector

us is a (non-white) zero-mean, stationary, homogeneous Gaussian random field specified

below:.

s=r
rEdS
elsewhere

(4.8)

where A is a covariance matrix of u and also

E[usz;] = 0 for rEdS (4.9)

For GMRF's, the inverse covariance A-I has a special structure. The stationary and

homogeneous assumptions here specify that the inverse covariance matrix A-I of vector zs

is a symmetrical, positive definite matrix with all the diagonal entries the same [LaDe93]. ,

The K x K matrix a, in Equation (4.7) can be interpreted as the coefficient matrix

of the linear minimum mean square error estimate of zs given its neighbors in dS, and u as

the estimation error vector [Wood72]. These ar's specify the correlation between the

block zs and z, Given an image, these ar's are unknown but fixed parameters and satisfy

the following lemma.

Lemma 1: If twoblocks (zs and z.) are highly correlated, then a, is close to an identity

matrix. If the twoblocks are not correlated, then a, is close to a zero matrix.
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Proof:

From Equation (4.7)

E[zsz;l = E[(L,a,z, +us)z;]
'eas

= a,E[z,z;]+ L,a,E[z,z;]+ E[usz;]
,eas.,..r

For simplicity, we assume that adjacent blocks are independent measurements [NaFe90a]:

E{z,z;}=AB", forr,teds

Thus

E[zsz;]= a,E[z,z;]

a = E[z zT]A-1
, s , (4.10)

The coefficient matrix a, is symmetric and the value of entry (iJ) varies from zero to one,

depending on the correlation between the ith variable in Zs and the jth variable in z" If

they are uncorrelated, the element is O. If they are identical, the element is 1.

{
I when Zs = z,

a, = 0 h dIedw en Zs an z, are uncore at
(4.11)

Q.E.D.

Although z is a discrete GMRF, we use the continuous form from now on for the

sake of simplicity. Let us consider the conditional probability density function of Zs given

z; Clearly, it is a homogeneous Gaussian centered at L, a.z.:
,eas

(4.12)

Unlike the image estimation problem, where only one estimation vector, zs' has to

be obtained by the determination of a, 's, the SOVQ prediction here has to select a subset

of the codevectors C, c C, which contains the most probable codevectors for the

determination of zs' Our objective is to use a small C, to reduce search space and the final
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Zs is then determine by matching each codevector in C, against the original image block

xs ' The only information available for this prediction is the quantized blocks, z"r e as

and their positions t, 's in the Oc at both the encoder and decoder.

To analyze the performance of the SOVQ prediction, the conditional probability of

correct prediction (CPP) is used as the measurement of performance. Let

P{zs E Cslz"r e as} be the CPP. Then

P(zs E Cslz"re as}= Jp(zsIz"r e ds)dzs
,,,ee,

(4.13)

Apparently, CPP depends on the search window size, the positions of those reference

points, and the correlation among the neighboring image blocks.

4.4. The Correct Prediction Probability of SOVQ

Equation (4.12) shows that the conditional density function (Gaussian) is centered

at L,easa.z.. Ideally, if the search window can be centered at the point L,eas Q,Z" then

the prediction is able to select the most probable codevectors approximating block zs' In

practice, however, only the positions of these reference points are available to perform

prediction since these coefficient matrices Q, 's are unknown. This is why the SOVQ

prediction takes the union of codevectors from windows centered at each reference point

by assuming the effect of each neighbor z; on the prediction of Zs independently. The

assumption of each neighboring block as an independent measurement in [NaFe90a] can

greatly simplify the prediction. As a result, the computational complexity is significantly

reduced.

Now we consider the effect of a single neighbor z, on the prediction. Rewrite

Equation (4.7) as:
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Let

Zs =a.z, + Laizi +us
lear,l'"

U: = Laizi +us
leas,l'"

(4.14)

(4.15)

Since ZI'S and Us are zero mean Gaussian vectors, u, is also a Gaussian vector with zero

mean. We view u, as a new noise item when we derive the CPP contributed by the single

neighbor z.,

(4.16)

Thus, the conditional probability density function given z, has the form

(4.17)

The conditional probability density function is centered at a.z.,

Assume that each neighboring block has an equal probability of influencing the

prediction of the codevectors for zs' The union of these predictions based on each

neighbor can cover the most probable codevectors, provided that each coded adjacent

block can be used to predict the most probable codevectors. We now derive the CPP

based on one single neighboring block (first order GMRF) below.

Let

d= (l-a,)z,

Then Equation (4.17) can be written as

p(zslz,) =Cexp{-.!.[zs - (z, - d)]A-1[z, - (z, - d)f)
2

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

The conditional probability density function is centered at (z, -d).

Let we be the search window size on the Qe' The subset of codevectors in the

window is equal to C, since only one reference point is considered now. Theorem 1
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indicates that the search window corresponds to a volume in RK with diameter of D.

Apparently, the codevector with the maximum conditional probability falls in the search

window if.!..D ~ IIdll. Furthermore, we have the following theorem:
2

Theorem 2: Given a window size, the CPP increases as the degree of the correlation

between the neighboring blocks increases. The CPP achieves a maximum when the

correlation matrix is an identity matrix.

Proof: from Theorem 1,

P{zs E Cslzr,r E as} = p{IIzs -zrll ~D /2Izr,r E as}

P{zs E Cslzr,r E as}= fp( zslzr)dzs
IIz. - z, ISD/Z

Let the right term in equation (4.21) be P(d). Then

(4.21)

P(d) = f Cexp{- ~ (z, -arzr)A-1(zs -arzrl}dzs (4.22)
Iz.-z,lsD/Z

P(d) = f cexP{-~[Zs-(Zr-d)]A-l[Zs-(Zr-d)f}dZs
Iz.-z,lsD/Z

Let t = Zs -(zr -d)

P(d) = f Cexp{-.!.tA-1tT}dt
1'-dJSD/Z 2

(4.23)

This is an integration over a hypersphere centered at vector d with diameter D. The

density function now is centered at the origin (t=O). Now let the magnitude of vector d be

v,

v=IIdll = I/U-ar)zrll =[1-det(ar)]/Izrll (4.24)

The value of v depends on the similarity (or the degree of correlation) between z; and zs'

Assume there are two vectors (d, and dz) in the direction {i0, where (i0 a unit

vector, d, = vJjO, dz = vz{io. For a fixed D, P(d1) and P(dz) have integration volumes of
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the same size but are centered at d, and d2 , respectively. Let the integration volumes, 1;

and 1;., for P(dl ) and P(d2), respectively.

1; ={t, tEllt-dIII~D/2} (4.25)

T2={t, tEllt-d2"~D/2} (4.26)

1;2 =1; r.t; ={t, t E lit-dIll s D /2, t EIIt-d211 s D /2} (4.27)

1; and 1;. mayor may not overlap each other depending on D and (v 2 - VI)' the distance

between d2 and d..

Case 1: D s (v2 -VI)

In this case 1;2 = O. Since VI ~ v2 ' the following inequality holds,

Cexp{-.!.tIA-It;} > Cexp{-.!.t2K
Iti} > 0 for all tl E 1;,t2 E 1;.

2 2

Thus, we have

(4.28)

Case 2: D > (V 2 -VI)

Since VI ~ V2' we have (refer to Proposition 4's proof)

P(dl)-P(d2)= I Cexp{- ~ tA-ItT}dt- I Cexp{- ~ tA-ItT}dt > 0
le(7j -7j2) le(T2-7j2)

i.e.,

(4.30)

Thus we prove that if VI s V2' P(d1) > P(d2 ) .

On the other hand, v = [1- det(ar)]IIzrll ~ 0 and z, is given, hence, P(d) achieves

the maximum at v=0, or a, =I.

Q.E.D.
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Proposition 4:

Cexp{-.!.tIA-Ittl > Cexp{-.!. tzA-ItJ 1>0 for all tl e(~ -~Z),t2 e(Tz -~2)2 2

Proof:

The two hyperspheres (~ and T,.) are in the same direction. ~ is closer to the

origin than T,. since VI ~ vz. The vector dz passes though the center of ~ (dl ) and ends at

the center of T,.. By the symmetry, the hyperplane z = .!.(dl +dz) cuts 1;2 in two. The
2

hyperplane is also perpendicular to the vector dz. Thus, each point in the half of d, is

closer to the origin than any point in the half of dz• That means

I/tlll < IItzll for all tl e (1; -1;2 ),tz e (T,. - ~2)

The probability density function is a monotonically decreasing function with respect to

vector's magnitude. Thus, the proposition is proved.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 2 gives the relationship between the correct prediction probability and

the correlation among the neighboring blocks. It can be restated as below: given a search

window size, the similarity between the neighboring block patterns determines the CPP.

The more similar, the more correct information can be extracted by the SOVQ prediction.

Since neighboring image blocks in a natural image are highly similar to each other, the

SOVQ prediction is highly likely to select the most probable codevectors for the current

block.

Theorem 3: The CPP increases as the search window size increases. The CPP will be

one when C, = C.

Proof: Let P(D) be the right term of the equation (4.23)

P(D) = f Cexp{-.!.tA-ItTldt
1'-4>o/Z 2
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Assume there are two diameters, D1 > D2 • The integration volume for P(D2 ) is contained

in the integration volume for P(D1) . Since the probability density function is non-

negative,

1
Cexp{--tTBt} > 0 for all t

2

P(D1) > P(D2 )

That is, P(D) is a monotonically increasing function with respect to the search window

sizeD.

When c, = C, ZS E C, P{zs E C} = I p(zslzr)dzs = l.
i.«:

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3 illustrates that the CPP is an increasing function of the search window

size. Apparently, the more codevectors examined, the larger the conditional probability

will be.

The SOVQ prediction is capable of selecting the most probable codevectors for an

image block, provided that the neighboring blocks are highly correlated. The prediction

accuracy is an increasing function of the degree of interblock correlation and the search

window size.

As a brief summary of this chapter, we have discussed two key phenomena of

SOVQ for image coding: (1) the codebook trained by the Kohonen self-organizing

learning algorithm preserves the topological "order" among codevectors, and (2) during

the quantization phase, the interblock correlation of neighboring blocks is reflected by the

geometrical closeness of the codevectors' positions in the self-organizing codebook.

Based on these phenomena, we have proposed the SOVQ prediction that selects a small

subset of codevectors from the local areas of the codevectors used for the neighboring
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blocks. By modeling an image as a Gaussian Markov random field, we have analyzed the

performance of this SOVQ prediction. The theoretical results show that the prediction is

able to select the most probable codevectors for the current image block, provided that the

neighboring blocks are highly correlated. Thus, the SOVQ prediction provides a fast

alternative mechanismto the traditional statistical approach. It overcomes the complexity

barrier of conventional memory VQ, the key in the SOVQ algorithms which will be

presented in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 5

Self-organizing VQ for Image Compression -- Algorithms

In this chapter, the SOVQ prediction in Chapter 4 is used to reduce the

computational complexity and the bit rate of VQ by exploiting interblock correlation.

Three algorithms are proposed. The first one is an adaptive Fast Codebook Search

Algorithm. (FCSA) which reduces the complexity of VQ codebook search. The second

one is called Label (index of VQ codevector) Predictive VQ (LPVQ). This is a hybrid

approach with a lossy VQ using the self-organizing codebook, a DPCM coder, and a

lossless variable length coder on the labels (or indexes). LPVQ predicts the label of a

codevector for an image block based on the correlation preservation property of the self

organizing codebook. The variable length coding scheme is also incorporated to further

reduce the bit rate. The third algorithm is a self-organizing finite state vector quantizer,

called FMVQ (Feature Map VQ). It overcomes the difficulties of conventional FSVQ's by

automatically designing the state codebook and next-state function without the need of

tracing the input statistics. FMVQ exploits the interblock correlation based on the

distance information of codevectors used to encode the neighboring blocks. These

algorithms and the experimental results are presented in the following three sections,

respectively.

5.1. Fast Codebook Search Algorithm

The high computational complexity of VQ comes from the codebook search for

the best match. For each input vector, VQ has to compute the distances between the input

to all codevectors and then find the minimum one as the best match. This operation is

very computational expensive. There are many approaches used to reduce the complexity.
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For example, tree-structure VQ's are used to reduce the search space at the cost of

performance degradation and storage complexity. In this section, an adaptive fast

codebook search algorithm is proposed. It significantly reduces the computational

complexity without sacrificing the performance;

5.1.1 Fast Codebook Search Using Self-organizing VQ

The SOVQ prediction itself is a non-adaptive version of fast codebook search

algorithm (FCSA): given an image block (x) and the reference points (codevectors used to

encode the neighboring blocks), then the union (Cor) of the codevectors centered at these

reference points should be examined for the best match. The small subset of codevectors

in Cor contains the most ·probable codevectors for x, when the neighboring image blocks

are highly correlated. Thus, the prediction algorithm reduces the search complexity by

examining a small portion of codevectors for the best match instead of the whole

codebook.

When the neighboring blocks are not highly correlated, however, the best

representative codevector may not appear in this subset. To improve the image quality, an

adaptive FCSA is used to first search the Cor to encode the current input and if the

distortion of the best match is higher than a preset threshold, it will use the entire

codebook for a better match.

• Adaptive Fast Codebook Search Algorithm for Encoding

begin encoding

Encode the first row and column blocks using the codebook C.

for the rest of blocks

Select a subset of codevectors Cor using the selection process in Chapter 4;
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Find the best match codevector Yn in the C.. for block x;

if d(x'Yn) S~, encode x with Yn;
else

Find the best match codevector Yc in the C;

if d(x,YJ <d(x'Yn)' encode x with Yc;

else encode x with Yn;
end for

end encoding

• FCSA Decoding

The decoding algorithm is the same as an ordinary VQ, where the index of a

codevector is used as a table entry to a duplicated codebook (a look-up table) to

reproduce the input block.

• Encoding Complexity Analysis of FCSA

Assume each neighborhood contains m codevectors, then the maximum number of

codevectors (N,) in the union C.. is 4m (m S Nu S 4m). To find the union, a one bit flag is

assigned to each codevector in the codebook. The initial values of those flags are set as

zero. A flag is set to one if its corresponding codevector is selected in the union. A

codevector in a neighborhood is discarded if its flag has already been set to one. The

union is found after examined all codevectors in the four neighborhoods. Obviously, the

complexity is proportional to N, (comparisons). On the other hand, the complexity to

find the best match from C.. is O(KNu) =O(Km), where K is the vector dimension. Since

m and K are independent of N, the number of codevectors in the codebook, the complexity

to encode a vector is of the order of 0(1) with respect to N.

The number of full searches required to encode an image using the adaptive FCSA

depends on the degree of correlation in the image. When the image blocks are highly

correlated, the average encoding complexity tends to be of the order 0(1) with respect to
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N. This is better than the search complexity O(logN) for the tree-structured codebook

[Gray84. Bake85].

5.1.2 Self-organizing Codebook Design

The codebook C ={Yi.i =0.1•...•N -I} is designed by the Kohonen self

organizing learning algorithm (KSFM) [Koho88]. Initially. the N codevectors are set as

random values. The learning algorithm iterates though the entire training set many times

in order to achieve a good performance.

begin training

for all iterations

for all training vectors

Calculate the distortion for all i:

Select the output with the minimal distortion as winner c;

Adjust the values of codevectors for the winner and its neighbors

Shrink the neighborhood size

end for all training vectors

end for all iterations

end training
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• Toroid Feature Map Structure

One problem associated with the conventional KSFM is codevector

underutilization. Given the ~ xn,. grid in the output layer, assume that the winner's

location is W, f) and the width of the neighborhood is d, then the regular neighborhood

is

NBc = {(i,j):li _icl~d,lj- fl~d,OS i < ~,O s j < n,.} (5.1)

If the center of the neighborhood is close to the boundaries of the grid, part of the

neighborhood may be truncated by the boundaries. For example, the neighborhood in

Figure 5.1 (a) will be truncated by the boundaries so that only a quarter of codevectors is

left to update their values. Codevectors near the boundaries have fewer chances to

update. Thus not all the codevectors are equally utilized in representing the input data.

To improve the codevector utilization, a wrap-around neighborhood mechanism has been

used (Figure 5.1 (b)), which results in a toroid structure feature map. The wrap-around

neighborhood NB: is

(5.2)

where modi) denotes the module function. Thus, the portions of the neighborhood

outside the grid boundaries roll over to other sides of the grid instead of being truncated.

For instance, point A and B in Figure 5.1 (b) are physically far away. However, they are

topologically nearby in the sense of wrap-around neighborhood. The introduction of the

wrap-around neighborhood eventually gives every codevector in the codebook equal

number of chances to update its values. Figure 5.2 shows the codevector utilization in the

training phase for wrap-around and conventional KSFM measured by the codebook

entropy below

(5.3)
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Figure 5.1. Neighborhood function in Kohonen learning algorithm:

(a) conventional neighborhood, and (b) wrap-around neighborhood.
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where Pi is the relative frequency with each codevector i used in encoding the data set.

The more uniform the codevectors are used, the larger the entropy is. The conditions for

both algorithms are the same: the same initial codebook, the same parameters, and the

same number of iterations. It turns out that the wrap-around neighborhood system makes

the codevectors more equally utilized. The improvement in entropy is about 1.
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Figure 5.2 Codebook utilization
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5.1.3 Simulation Results

Experiments on image coding have been performed using the adaptive FCSA

proposed in this section. All images used for training and testing are 512 by 512 with

resolution of 8 bits (256 gray levels). The block size is 4 by 4. Ten gray level images,

including faces and outdoor scenes, are used to train the codebook using Kohonen

learning algorithm [Koh088] with a wrap-around neighborhood function. A number of

images, excluded from the training image set, have been tested and the results of three

standard test images, Lena, Peppers, and Lake, are presented to illustrate the performance.

The codebook sizes vary from 64 to 1024, corresponding to an 8x8 to 32x32

lattice. The initial values of codevectors are set to the average of image intensities plus a

small randomized value. The experimental results show that the performance (PSNR) of a

codebook increases as the number of iterations increases. One difficulty is that, unlike the

GLA where each iteration is independently performed, the KSFM has to specify the

number of iterations before the execution since the neighborhood function and the learning

rate depend on the total number of training vectors. In our experiments, the number of

iterations varies from 80 to 120.

The search window sizes in the selection process are set as 3x3, 5x5, and 7x7,

respectively. The distortion thresholds for adaptive FCSA are 500.0 and 2000.0. All

experiments are performed on a Sun SPARC II workstation. The experiments are

designed to reveal the relationship among the encoding time, image quality (PSNR), the

size of search window, the threshold, and the codebook size.
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• Effects of the threshold and the codebook size:

First the relations between the performance, execution time and threshold have

been investigated for a fixed neighborhood size. The neighborhood size is set as 5 by 5

and the test image is Lena. The results of a full search VQ and non-adaptive FCSA are

included for comparison. They can be viewed as extreme cases of the adaptive FCSA:

the full search VQ is the adaptive FCSA with zero threshold so that the AFCSA always

performs the full search, and the non-adaptive FCSA is the AFCSA with a very large

threshold so that the AFCSA never performs the full search. Based on Theorem 3 in

Chapter 4, a larger search window generates better performance since more codevectors

are examined for the best match. Thus, the full search VQ gives the upper bound on the

performance since it has the largest search window to contain all codevectors. Full search

VQ also gives the upper bound on the encoding time since no search space is reduced. On

the other hand, the non-adaptive FCSA gives lower bounds on both performance and the

encoding time since it has the smallest average search window compared to adaptive

FCSA. The adjustment of the threshold in AFCSA provides a way to control the

performance (image quality) and the encoding complexity.

The above intuitive analysis is consistent with the results shown in Figure 5.3 and

5.4, the plots of PSNR and execution time versus the logarithms of the codebook sizes,

respectively. Figure 5.3 shows that the encoding time of a full search VQ increases

exponentially as 10g(N) increases (O(K21cg2 N ». However, the encoding time of the

FCSA increases very slowly (which is mainly due to the overhead of full search for the

first row and column blocks). The encoding time of the AFCSA also increases with the

codebook size (but much slower than the full search VQ). The reason is that the ratio

(Nw / N) decreases as N increases so that the chance that the best matching codevector in

the four search windows decreases (Theorem 3 in Chapter 4). As a result, AFCSA has to

perform the full search more frequently for smaller values of the ratio (N, / N). Note that
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the encoding time of AFCSA also depends on the threshold since it determines the number

of full searches to be performed, A larger threshold can reduce the encoding time while,

as one can see in Figure 5.4, reducing the performance as well.

The PSNR of FCSA in Figure 5.4 decreases when the codebook size is much

larger than the search window size. This occurs because the decrease of Nil / N reduces

the chance that the best matching codevector is in the Cs ' However, an AFCSA with a

moderate threshold can improve the performance significantly. The improvement

increases as the threshold decreases, with an upper bound equal to that of a full search

VQ. Thus, the threshold provides a way to control the trade-off between image quality

and encoding complexity. A smaller threshold results in better performance and longer

execution time.

• Effects of the search window size:

Next the effects of different window sizes on the performance and encoding

complexity are studied with a fixed codebook size (1024 here). As above, the two

extreme cases (full search VQ and non-adaptive FCSA) are included here for comparison.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the encoding time and PSNR versus the window size for

the test image Lena, respectively. Since the codebook size is fixed, the full search VQ

does not depend on the window size (flat in both figures), The encoding time and the

PSNR of the FCSA increase as the window size increases, since the number of

codevectors examined increases. With a moderate value of threshold (2000.0), the PSNR

is significantly improved in AFCSA (98.53 - 99.44% of that of full search YQ) at

reasonable encoding complexity (21.3 - 28.0 % that of full search VQ). To further

increase the image quality, a small threshold should be used. In Figure 5.5 and 5.6,

threshold of 500.0 achieves 99.78 - 99.94 % of the full search VQ's PSNR, but the

encoding cost increases to 36.8 - 41.1 % of full search VQ. This example shows the
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trade-off between the image quality and encoding complexity controlled by the value of

threshold.

• Perceptual Image Quality:

Figure 5.7 (a) -- (d) show the coded images of Lena with a codebook of 1024 and

a fixed window size of 5, where (a) is the result of a full search VQ; (b) and (c) the results

of AFCSA with threshold of 500.0 and 2000.0, respectively; and (d) is the result of a

nonadaptive FCSA. It is not surprising that (d) has many noise edges since the prediction

tends to fail at the edges. This can be prevented by the adaptive FCSA. There is almost

no perceptible difference among the three coded images in Figure 5.7 (a-c), although the

PSNR of (a) is the best. Thus, a threshold should be used to improve the image quality

and the threshold can be large enough to reduce the computing cost.

• Performance of different images:

To study how the encoding performance varies from image to image, a number of

images have been tested; the results are consistent with the observations above. Here we

show two examples of the images "lake" and "peppers." The image blocks in Peppers are

more correlated than those in Lena and image blocks in Lake are less correlated than those

in Lena. Those images represent the variation of nature pictures: plants, human face and

outdoor scene. Although the natures of images are different, similar performance

behaviors are obtained. The coded images are shown in Figure 5.8-5.9, respectively.

These experimental results show that AFCSA is a computationally efficient algorithm for

image coding over a variety of images.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.7 Coded images of Lena by a codebook of size 1024. The search window size

is ·5 by 5 for FCSA: (a) memoryless VQ (32.21 dB), (b) AFCSA with threshold of

500 (32.19 dB), (c) AFCSA with threshold of 2000 (32.01 dB), and (d) non-adaptive

FCSA (28.59 dB).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.8 Coded images of Peppers by a codebook of size 1024. The search window

size is 5 by S for FCSA: (a) memoryless VQ (31.74 dB), (b) AFCSA with threshold of

500 (31.70 dB), (c) AFCSA with threshold of 2000 (31.49 dB), and (d) non-adaptive

FCSA (28.68 dB).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.9 Coded images of Lake by a codebook of size 1024. The search window size

is .5 by 5 for FCSA: (a) memoryless VQ (29.06 dB), (b) AFCSA with threshold of

500 (29.01 dB), (c) AFCSA with threshold of 2000 (28.87 dB), and (d) non-adaptive

FCSA (24.95 dB).
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In a conclusion, the AFCSA are suboptimal compared to full search VQ for the

same effective codebook size, but it can potentially outperform full search codebooks with

the same complexity and bit rate. This is due to the fact that for the same complexity; the

effective size of an adaptive FCSA is much larger than a full search codebook. For

example, with a 5 by 5 search window and threshold of 2000.0, the encoding complexity

for a AFCSA codebook of 1024 is the same as that of the full search VQ codebook of

256. The performance improvement is 0.88 dB.

The AFCSA can greatly reduce the computational amount. However, it does not

reduce the bit rate. The next two sections willpresent two different approaches to reduce

the bit rate as well as the complexity by exploring the inter-block correlation.
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5.2 Label Prediction Using Self-organizing Vector Quantization

When an image is encoded by VQ, the output (indices of the codevectors) can be

stored in a 2-D matrix with each cell corresponding to an image block. The index matrix

is denoted as an index image. Since every codevector is indexed by a pair of integers in

the self-organizing codebook, the index image can be decomposed into two component

images: X and Y index images. For example, given a codebook of 16 by 16 grid, each

pixel in the X or Y index image can have the value between 0 and 15, representing by 4

bits.

Figure 5.10 show the index images (X component) of Lena encoded by a self

organizing codebook and a aLA codebook, respectively. The codebook size is 256.

Obviously, the index image of SOVQ codebook shows more correlation among the

neighboring elements than the index image of aLA codebook. This is because that the

neighboring image block correlation is reflected by the geometric closeness of the

codevectors in an SOVQ codebook. Hence, the values of neighboring elements in an

SOVQ index image vary smoothly. On the other hand, since there is no topological

relationship among the codevectors in a aLA codebook, the indices of the codevectors

used to encode the neighboring image blocks do not reflect the correlation among the

original blocks. Therefore, its index images change rapidly with respect to index values.

This observation provides a way to further reduce the bit rate by exploiting the

correlation among the index images (therefore, the correlation among the original image

neighboring blocks). In a conventional VQ, the index image is transmitted without further

lossless compression since little gain can be obtained due to its rapid variation. Owing to

the special property in SOVQ, the index images can be further encoded by some lossless

differential techniques and variable length coding schemes to exploit the correlation among

neighboring elements of index images to reduce the bit rate.
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In this section, a hybrid predictive coding system is proposed to implement the

above discovery. The block diagram is shown in Figure 5.11. After an input image is

encoded by the self-organizing VQ, a DPCM (differential pulse coded modulation) is

adopted to predict the current index based on its neighboring indices. After the

prediction, a Huffman code is employed to encode the differential signals to achieve

lossless compression.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10 Index images (X component) encoded by (a) SOVQ codebook and (b)

GLA codebook, where codebook size is 256 and each pixel is enlarged as a block of

2 by 2.
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5.2.1 DPCM Prediction

A lossless DPCM predicts the current pixel value by a linear combination of the m

previous pixel values. The difference between the actual pixel value, XII' and this

prediction i" is formed and is termed the differential or the error signal, e"

e, =X"-i,, (5.4)

Figure 5.12 illustrates the structure of the previous pixels, Xi' i = 1,2, ..., m-l, denoted as

A, E, C, etc., that are used for the prediction. The number of pixels used in the prediction,

m, called the order of the predictor, directly affects the predictor performance. Studies

show that fourth-order or higher predictors can only gain marginally on television images

and radiographs [Elna84, Habi71].

The coefficients of the predictor may be fixed for all images (global prediction), or

may vary from image to image (local prediction), or may even vary within an image to

accommodate the local changes in the image statistics (adaptive prediction). Since images

are usually non-stationary, the gain achieved by local prediction is generally small

(typically a few percentages better compression over the global prediction) at the cost of

intensive computation. In this dissertation, a second-order global predictor is used as

below:

i" =O.5A+O.5C (5.5)

DPCM can significantly decorrelate an image and reduce the variances. As an

example, Figure 5.13 shows the histograms of the original index images in Figure 5.10,

and Figure 5.14 shows the histograms of the differential images obtained using the

predictor in Equation (5.5). As is seen from Figure 5.14 (a), the histogram of the

differential signal is highly peaked around zero and resembles a double-sided exponential

distribution of the Laplacian distribution form:
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Figure 5.13 Histograms of index images in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.14 Histogramsof differential index imagesin Figure 5.10.
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1 -.J2lxl
p(e) = '" exp( )

",2cr. cr.
(5.6)

Studies show that differential signals corresponding to different images roughly have the

same shape and only differ in the variance parameter [RaJ091]. In contrast, the histogram

of its differential signal is not well fit to the Laplacian distribution since the values of

elements in the GLA index images change rapidly. Therefore, the variance of a GLA

index image can not be significantly reduced by DPCM.

5.2.2 Huffman Entropy Coding

The differential signals with small variance are often encoded by some entropy

schemes to reduce the bit rate. The most popular scheme, Huffman coding, is used in this

LPVQ. Huffman coding is a general method to construct compact codes [Huff52]. The

basic idea can be described as below:

Consider a source with an alphabet of size w. and a set of input probabilities; a

Huffman code can be constructed by first ordering the input probabilities according to

their magnitudes, as illustrated in Figure 5.15 for six input values [GoWi87]. The two

smallest probabilities are combined by addition to form a new set of probabilities. The

new set of probabilities, which has one fewer probabilities than the original set, is again

ordered according to the magnitude. Equal probabilities can be ordered arbitrarily (e.g.,

the 0.1 obtained by combining input probabilities 0.06 and 0.04 could be placed in any

three of the bottom step entries). When the process gets down to two probabilities it

stops, as in step 4 in Figure 5.15. Codewords are generated by staning at the last step and

working backward. It starts by assigning 0 to one of the last two combined probabilities,

and 1 to the other, as illustrated in Figure 5.16, where the Huffman process has placed a 0

to the left of the 0.6 in step 4 and a 1 to the left of the 0.4. It now proceeds backward to
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step 3, decomposing probabilities and generating codewords as it goes. For example, the

probability 0.6 in step 4 is decomposed back into the two 0.3 probabilities in step 3. The

oassociated with the 0.6 remains the first bit of each of its decomposed codewords and

the 1 associated with 0.4 remains the first bit of the 0.4 in step 3. A second bit, a 0 and 1,
•

respectively, is appended to each of the codewords associated with their reconstructed

probabilities to obtain the codewords in step 3. The same procedure is repeated to go

back to step 2, and again to step 1, and finally to the input probabilities, at which point a

codeword is assigned to each input level Wi. This procedure generates a compact code

[Huff52].

Entropy is a measure of the degree of randomness of a set of random variables. In

coding applications, entropy represents the amount of information associated with the set

of coder input values and gives a lower bound on the average number of bits required to

code those inputs. If the set of coder input symbols is WI' w2' ••• ' WM with probabilities of

PI,P2,.•.,PM' then it is guaranteed that it is not possible to code them using fewer bits

than the entropy [Shan48]:

(5.7)

The entropy for the input probabilities listed in Figure5.15 is

H = l:-Pi log Pi
i

= -0. 410g(0.4) - O. 3log O. 3- 0.1 log0.1- O.llog 0.1- O. 06 log o. 06 - o. 04 log O. 04

= 2.14 bits

The average word length of the Huffman code for this example is

R = 1(0.4)+2(0.3)+3(0.1)+4(0.1)+5(0.06)+5(0.04)

= 2.20 bits
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Figure 5.15 Construction of a Huffman Code
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Figure 5.16 Construction of HuffmanCodevvords
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The constructed Huffman code can also be viewed as a tree structure (Figure

5.16). The bottom level (leaves) contains the original source and the top level contains

only two symbols. A codeword of a symbol can be obtained by traveling from the root to

that leaf and appending the labels (0 or 1) on the path. The length of a codeword is the

depth from the root to the corresponding leaf node.

When the Huffman code is applied to the differential image, the local Huffman or

global Huffman code may be used. To encode an image with a local Huffman code that is

matched to the statistics of the differential image, a two-pass algorithm is necessary: an

initial pass to calculate the differential signal and determine its histogram in order to

construct the local Huffman code, the second pass to encode the differential signals.

Another disadvantage of the local Huffman code is the overhead to transmit the

constructed codebook to the receiver. The global Huffman code is constructed based on

an average histogram of the differential images. Since the histogram of eft is fairly stable

over a particular image class for a fixed set of predictor coefficients, a global Huffman

code usually results only in a small loss in compression efficiency. The global Huffman

code table for the 16x16 SOVQ index components is shown in Table 5.1.
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VariabIe Length Codeword IndexDifference
0000 0011 011 -15
0000 0011 101 -14
0000 0011 111 -13
0000 0100 001 -12
0000 0100 011 -11
0000 0100 11 -10
0000 010101 -9
0000 010111 -8

0000 0111 -7
0000 1001 -6
0000 1011 -5
0000 111 -4
00011 -3

11 -2
11 -1
1 a
10 1
10 2

00010 3
0000 110 4
0000 1010 5
0000 1000 6
0000 0110 7

0000 010110 8
0000 010100 9
0000 0100 10 10
0000 0100 010 11
0000 0100 000 12
0000 0011 11a 13
0000 0011 100 14
0000 0011010 15
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5.2.3 Simulation Results

The experiments for the LPVQ have been performed. The adaptive FCSA scheme

described in Section 5.1 has been incorporated in order to reduce the encoding

complexity. The experiments are designed the same as in Section 5.1 except here DPCM

and Huffman coding have been employed for the hybrid system. Figure 5.17 shows the

plot of PSNR against the bit rate for LPVQ and memoryless VQ for the test image Lena.

It is easy to find that LPVQ can reduce about 0.1 bpp at the same PSNR level of a

conventional VQ. Since LPVQ only adds a lossless code on the output of VQ, the coded

images are the same as presented in the Section 5.1. Figure 5.18 and 5.19 also show the

results for the images Peppers and Lake, respectively. Similar observations have been

obtained. Thus, we conclude that the DPCM and Huffman code are allowed to further

reduce the bit rate in a SOVQ while overcoming the VQ's complexity barrier.
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5.3. Self-organizing Finite-State Vector Quantization

In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, a fast codebook search algorithm and a label predictive

VQ have been proposed based on the exploration of interblock correlation using the self

organizing VQ codebook. In this section the SOVQ codebook is utilized to design

another kind of memory VQ, called finite state VQ (FSVQ), to reduce the bit rate and

search complexity. The essence of FSVQ is to maintain the quality (distortion) of a large

codebook VQ while achieving the efficiency (rate) of a small codebook VQ, where the

small codebook is denoted as the state codebook and the large codebook is denoted as the

super codebook, the collection of all state codebooks. The underlying problem of FSVQ

design is first discussed and the new design of FSVQ, called FMVQ (Feature Map VQ), is

proposed. Owing to the special property of the SOVQ codebook, Huffman coding

scheme can be incorporated to further reduce the bit rate. Finally, the experimental results

are presented.

5.3.1 Finite State Vector Quantization

An FSVQ encoder consists of a finite set of state codebooks where each state

codebook belongs to a distinct state of the encoder. The state of a FSVQ encoder can be

considered as a form of prediction of the next input vector based on the past encoded

vectors or, equivalently, on the past reproductions available to the decoder. Clearly,

choosing a good codebook is effectively equivalent to predicting the behavior of the next

input vector given the current state. Figure 5.20 shows encoder and decoder switching

among possible state codebooks as determined by the state. The encoder sends the index

of the minimum distortion codevector in the current state codebook.
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A FSVQ can be formally defined as below: an input vector X" is encoded by

applying the nearest neighbor search on the corresponding state code book of the current

state for the best representative codevector. The encoder can be considered as a mapping

E, which converts input vectors into a channel index defined as

where the encoder state S" is defined by the next state function

S" = F(l"_l'S,,_t)

(5.8)

(5.9)

The next-state function uses the previous state and the previous channel index to

determine the current state of the encoder. Similarly, the decoder is a mapping D given by

(5.10)

where the reproduction vector (codevector) X" is obtained by indexing the same state

codebook as the encoder.

Generally, the design of an FSVQ is very complicated, involving three separate

stages: (1) initial classifier design, (2) state space, next-state function and state codebook

design, and (3) iterative state codebook improvement. Most common methods are

conditional histogram design, nearest-neighbor design, and omniscient design. Aravind
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and Gersho first applied the FSVQ in image coding using the omniscient design [ArGe87].

The storage of state codebooks in their method is very large since there are many

duplicated codevectors in those state codebooks. Also the next-state function is very

heuristic as pointed by Aravind and Gersho. Kim [Kim92] developed a side-match rule to

select codevectors from a super codebook (the collection of all codevectors in all the state

codebooks) to form a state codebook in an attempt to force the encoder to optimize

spatial contiguity across block borders without doing explicit edge detection. Nasrabadi

and Feng [NaFe90a] proposed a dynamic finite state vector quantization (DFSVQ), where

the state codebook is selected as the subset of the super codebook. Thus, it significantly

reduces the memory requirement by avoiding duplicated codevectors. However, the

selection of a state codebook is based on the directional transition probability that

consumes extensive computing power at both ends of encoder and decoder in order to

trace the local statistical characteristics. The complexity is comparable to a memoryless

VQ of the large super codebook [NaFe90a].

Nasrabadi et al have also proposed several methods to generate state codebooks in

FSVQ [MoNa92, MRN93, NMMR93], including address prediction, vector prediction,

nearest neighbor (similar to SMVQ), and cache memory (frequency usage of

codevectors). Their simulation results show that the conditional histogram technique

[NaFe90a] performs the best, followed by nearest neighbor design, vector prediction,

cache memory and address prediction, respectively. The computational complexity of the

nearest neighbor design is the highest, followed by vector prediction, conditional

histogram [NMMR93].
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5.3.2 FMVQ -- A New Design of FSVQ Using Self-organizing Feature Map

The key problem in DFSVQ [NaFe90a] and SMVQ [Kim92] is that they have to

generate the state codebooks based on tracing the change of input statistics (such as the

reordering process or side-match), which is computationally expensive. Since the

prediction process in Chapter 4 can select the most probable codevectors for an image

block, the process itself provides a natural way to generate a state codebook without

tracing the statistics of the input sequence. This subsection discusses how to use the self

organizing codebook to design a finite state VQ.

The requirement of the prediction procedure for FSVQ is slightly different from

the one in Chapter 4, where N.. (the number of codevectors in the union of search

windows) is a variable, depending on m, the number of codevectors in each window, and

the correlation between the neighboring blocks. The range of N.. is m ~ N.. ~ 4m. While

in an FSVQ, the size of state codebook Nsrat. should be a fixed value. It is difficult to

determine Ns,a,. from the value of m since, if N..< Nsrat.' bit rate will be wasted and, if

N..> Nsrat.. some codevectors have to be further truncated, which complicates the design

and implementation procedures. Therefore, instead of specifying the search window size,

the 2-D distance from each codevector in a window to its center is used as the prediction

criterion (since the 2-D distance reflects the degree of similarity of codevectors in R"

space).

(1) The State Code book Generation Algorithm

Consider the neighboring image blocks in Figure 4.4. Since an image is coded in

scan order, only four neighbors, A, B, C and D, are able to provide information to

generate the state codebook. The codevectors used to encode the four neighboring blocks

are called reference points. For each reference point, a static lookup table is used (shown
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in Table 5.2) to order its neighboring codevectors according to their 2-D distances to the

reference point. We treat each neighborhood as a virtual priority queue for the state

codebook generation. The codevector with the smallest 2-D distance has the highest

priority. Here the "virtual" means that only one pointer is actually maintained to indicate

the head of a queue. The elements in a queue (codevector indexes) are generated when

they are needed by the equations below:

i =ic +dx[l]

where ue ,jC) is the position of a

queues and selects the one with

minimum 2-D distance (shown in the

(5.11)

(5.12)

reference point and the (i,j) is the

position of the lth neighbor in the

neighborhood. The state codebook

generation algorithm checks the

codevectors in the heads of the four

j= r +dy[l]

Table 5.2. Relative Positions in a
N . hb h del!!1 or 00

Order 2D Distance dx dy

0 0 0 0
1 1 -1 0
2 1 0 -1
3 1 0 1
4 1 1 0
5 2 1 -1
... ... ... ...
47 16 0 4
48 16 -4 0
49 17 4 -1
.,. ... ... ...

second column of Table 5.2). To

prevent identical codevectors from being selected, an ~ x ~ bitmap is used as flags with

initial values of zeros. Whenever a codevector is examined, the algorithm checks its

corresponding flag. If the flag is zero then the codevector is selected and included in the

state codebook and the flag is set to 1, otherwise the codevector is discarded. The final

state codebook is an array to hold the positions of codevectors. The algorithm is shown

below:
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begin state codebook generation

while n<NsUJ~

Select the codevector Yi from the four heads of the four queues

which has the minimum 2-D distance;

Delete Yi from that queue;

if Yi is not selected

put Yi into the state codebook;

n:= n+l;

end while

end state codebook generation

Property 1: The state codebook generation algorithm in FMVQ takes O(NsUJ~)

comparisons, whichis constant withrespect to the supercodebook size.

The analysis is straight forward. All operations are on the positions (or indexes) of

codevectors. In the while loop, 3 comparisons are needed to find the minimum 2D

distance from the head elements of the four queues and one comparison to check the flag.

Thus, the prediction procedure only takes comparisons proportional to 4NsUJU and

additions proportional to 2NSla l• (used in equation (4) and (5) to get the codevector

position). In the worst case, where the four reference points are identical, the prediction

procedure will examine 4Nslau codevectors with 16NsUJU comparisons and 8NsUJU

additions. This can be prevented by removing the identical reference points before

prediction. The complexity to generate a state codebook is O(NsUJu)' This complexity is

independent of the size of the super codebook. Thus, the state codebook prediction

algorithm proposed here significantly reduces the computational complexity.
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(2) Next-State Function in FMVQ

In a FSVQ, better results can be obtained by increasing the number of states, but

this would increase the complexity of the encoder and decoder. The state determination

and the state codebook design also become very complicated and the memory requirement

to store all the state codebooks can become very large because of the duplication of

codevectors in state codebooks. As a consequence, the number of states in a conventional

FSVQ is very limited [GeGr92].

The DFSVQ in [NaFe90a] generates a state codebook by reordering codevectors

in the super codebook. Theoretically, the maximum number of distinct states in the

DFSVQis

(5.13)

Since the DFSVQ has to reorder the super codebook for every image block in order to

generate the state codebook, increasing the size of the super codebook will generate more

distinct states which will also increase the extra computational complexity in both encoder

and decoder.

On the other hand, the total number of distinct states in the SMVQ [Kim92] is

N;"p' SMVQ has to compromise between the time used to dynamically generate a state

code book and space to store all the states and state codebooks previously computed. If

SMVQ wants to save time for on-line generation of the state codebook, it has to use huge

amount of memory to store all the codebooks. Otherwise, it has to do the side match and

reorder the super codebook in both the encoder and decoder in order to generate the state

codebook. As a consequence, SMVQ may reduce the number of states at the cost of

performance.

The state in FMVQ is determined by the positions of the four reference points.

Therefore, the next-state function is automatically generated when the super codebook is
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trained. No additional effort is needed to design the next-state function. Furthermore, we

have the following property:

Property 2. There exist «: possible distinct states in FMVQ.

The proof is straightforward. Given the order of codevectors in a window shown

in Table 5.2, then the total number of distinct states is N~ since for each reference point

there are Nsu.p positions available.

This property shows that the number of states in FMVQ is much larger than that of

conventional FSVQ's and SMVQ. More important, the large number of distinct states

takes virtually no computation and storage cost.

(3) Adaptive FMVQ Encoding Algorithm

FMVQ generates a state codebook for each image block except the first row and

column. However, when the neighboring blocks are not highly correlated (often occurred

at the edge or sharply changed area), the best representative codevector may not appear in

the state codebook. An adaptive FMVQ (AFMVQ) is proposed to improve the coded

image quality. It first finds the best match from the state codebook for an image block. If

the distortion of the best match is higher than a preset threshold, AFMVQ will search the

super codebook for a better match. If the better match is found, a flag with the index of

the best match is sent to the receiver. Otherwise the index of the best match in the state

code book is sent. Thus, an AFMVQ automatically switches between an FMVQ and a

memoryless VQ.

Given a self-organizing super codebook Csu.p' a preset threshold To, and an image

divided into non-overlapped blocks, the AFMVQ can be described as below:
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begin encoding

Encode the first row and first column blocks using the super codebook Csup'

for the rest of blocks

Generate the state codebook CS/Qu (x) for the current block.x;

Find the best match codevector YS/Qu in the CS/Qu(x) for block x;

if d(x,yS,Qu) S; To, encode x with YS/Q/.;

else

Find the best match codevector Ysup in the Cs"p;

if d(x,ysup)< d(x,Ys/Qu), encode x with Ysup along with a flag;

else encode x with YS/Q/C;

end for

end encoding

Property 3: The nonadaptive FMVQ encoding algorithm requires O(KNs/Qu)

multiplication's and O(NS/Q,.) comparisonsper vector.

The encoder has to compute the distances of the input to all the codevectors in

order to find the best match. The computing of distances takes KNs/QU multiplication's and

the finding of the minimum takes (Ns/Qu-1) comparisons, where K is the vector dimension.

The FMVQ encoding complexity for an input vector is the summation of the state

codebook generation and the encoding, i.e., O(Ns/Qu) + O(Ns/Qu) = O(Ns/Qu) comparisons

and O(KNs/Q'.) multiplication's per vector, or O(Ns/Qu/K) comparisons and O(Ns/Qu)

multiplication's per pixel.

Compared to the DFSVQ in [NaFe90a], where the encoding complexity is

O(KNsup) per vector, FMVQ significantly reduces the computational cost since

Nsup »Ns/Q,.' For example, when Ns"p =1024 and NS/QU =16, FMVQ takes less than 2%

of the encoding time ofDFSVQ.
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Property 4 The encoding complexity of an adaptive FMVQ is pO(KNsup)' wherep is a

small fraction.

For an AFMVQ, the encoding complexity may increase if it switches to the super

codebook frequently. This depends on the correlation in an image. Assume p percentage

full searches have been performed in an image, the complexity of AFMVQ is (1

p)O(KNs14/c) + pO(KNsup)' Since Nsup »Nm u ' the dominant portion is the super

codebook encoding. For example, when p =0.2, Nsup=1024, Ns14/c=16, (1-p)KNs14/c =

28.8K andp Nsup = 102.4K. Thus, the complexity ispO(KN""p)' When the image blocks

are highly correlated, p is typically 5-20%, i.e., the average encoding complexity tends to

be a fraction of O(KNsup)'

(4) Decoding Algorithm

Since the decoder already knows the four reference points, no side information is

transmitted to the decoder. The decoder generates a state codebook using these reference

points and utilizes a simple lookup table to decode the image. The decoding algorithm is

almost the same as a memoryless VQ except that it checks the flag to determine whether

the C""p or the CS14/c(x) should be used to decode.

begin decoding

for all indices

if a flag exists, use the super codebook Csup to decode;

else

Generate a state code book CSta/c(x);

Use the state codebook to decode;
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end for all

end decoding

Property 5: The decoder ofAFMVQ takes at most O(NS/Qu+1) comparisons to decode a

vector.

Since the only computation in the decoder is the state code book generation when

it has not detected a flag, FMVQ preserves the advantage of fast memoryless VQ decoder

while achieving much lower bit rate. This is one of the most significant advantages of

FMVQ compared to other FSVQ schemes which have to calculate the next-state function

or to generate the state codebook at the decoder with intensive computational cost. For

example, in the DFSVQ proposed in [NaFe90a], the decoder has to reorder the

codevectors to generate the state codebook. The complexity is the same as in the

encoder.

In addition, most FSVQ techniques require huge memory to store all the state

codebooks. FMVQ overcomes this problem by dynamicallypredicting the state codebook

from the super codebook. It only has to store the super codebook with a diminished

overhead (a 2Ns/QU bytes index buffer for the state codebook).

(5) More Properties of FMVQ Scheme

Now we discuss the other advantages of the FMVQ scheme. First, we can see that

this approach is totally different from traditional FSVQ methods since there is no need to

compute statistics of the input and no separate procedure for training the state codebooks

and next-state function. The self-organizing learning algorithm automatically captures the

statistics of the training data and converts it into the 2-D topological relations among

codevectors. Thus, the design procedure is greatly simplified.
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Property 6: There is no need to compute the input statistics and no separate procedure

to design the next-state/unction and state codebook in the FMVQ scheme.

Another property is the spatial contiguity. By observing the self-organizing

codebook in Figure 4.3, we find that similar codevectors (shapes and gray scales) are

organized topologically nearby in the 2-D grid. Since the state codebook is generated

from the four neighborhoods, it contains codevectors that with spatial contiguity related to

the neighboring image blocks. Therefore, FMVQ automatically exploits the spatial

contiguity in image coding without any extra computation. On the other hand, the side

match VQ method in [Kim92] forces the spatial contiguity cross block border by

computing the side match and sorting the partial distance, which is computationally

expensive. Thus we have the following property:

Property 7: AFMVQ preserves the spatial contiguity without extra computation.

As a brief summary, FMVQ significantly reduces the computational complexity in

conventional FSVQ's by using the self-organizing property to exploit the interblock

correlation. There is no need to compute statistics at both the encoder and decoder. It

also greatly simplifies the FSVQ design by eliminating the separate procedures for

designing the next-state function and state codebooks.
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5.3.3 FMVQ and Variable-Length Coding

In this section the variable length coding (VLC) scheme is incorporated into

FMVQ to further reduce the bit rate. There are two places we may use VLC. The first is

the overhead of adaptive FMVQ which is a bitmap to indicate whether a state codebook

or the super codebook is used to encode an input block. The second place is the index of

the state codebook after quantization.

(1) Overhead for the Adaptive FMVQ

To inform whether an image block is encoded by the super codebook or by a state

codebook, a flag should be sent to the decoder in order to decode the image correctly.

The simplest method is to use a bit plane with 1 and 0 to indicate the block is encoded by

the super codebook and state codebook, respectively. Since each block needs a bit, the

overhead is 11K bpp, where K is the vector dimension. For K =16, the overhead is 0.0625

bpp. Figure 5.21 shows a typical bitmap in FMVQ. Apparently, those bits with value 1

roughly correspond to the edges in the image where the image context change abruptly.

Also note that only a small portion of the bits have the values of 1. This provides the

opportunity to use variable length coding. In our experiments, we first concatenate the

bits into words (4 bits per word) and then use a Huffman coding scheme (Table 5.3).

Typically, the bit plane can be compressed between 4:1 and 2:1. Note that we only want

to demonstrate the possibility of further compression. No effort is made to build a more

advanced lossless coder. In practice, better compression can be expected by using more

advanced techniques which exploit the horizontal correlation as well as the vertical

correlation, such as two-dimensional run-length coding schemes (predictive differential
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quantizer, double delta coding) [GoWi87], or arithmetic coding (2D Q-coder) [pMLA88,

MiPe88].

(2) Variable Length Coding on the Index of State Codebook

Since the state codebook generation algorithm selects codevectors according to

ascending order of their 2-D distances to the reference points, the order of codevectors in

the state codebook reflects the degree of correlation between these codevectors with

respect to the reference points. The best match tends to be found in the first few

codevectors in the state codebook since most neighboring blocks are highly correlated.

Therefore, the distribution of the indices appears the rapidly decreasing trend. Figure 5.22

shows a typical example of the state codebook index distribution using the image Lena,

where the super codebook size is 256 and the state codebook size is 64. The distribution

is similar to the Laplacian distribution.

The rapidly decaying index distribution provides the opportunity to further reduce

the bit rate by variable length coding. The Huffman coding algorithm is employed here to

compress the indices of state codevectors. Table 5.4 shows a Huffman table for state

codebook size of 32. This table is built based on the frequency of a set of training images.
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Figure 5.21 Bit plane to indicate the switches
of super codebook (black pixels) .
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ds for Flagsria e ene o ewor
Codeword 4 bit word

1 0
10 1
11 2
10 3
11 4
10 5
11 6
110 7
111 8
1010 9
1011 10
1000 11
1001 12
110 13
111 14

10110 15

Table 5.3. Va . bl L th C d
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Table 5.4. Variable Length Codewords
for State Codebook Indices

Codeword VQIndex

1 0
10 1
11 2
10 3
11 4

00010 5
00011 6
ooסס 110 7
ooסס 111 8
ooסס 1010 9
ooסס 1011 10
ooסס 1000 11
ooסס 1001 12
ooסס 0110 13
ooסס 0111 14

oo010110סס 15
ooסס 0101 11 16
oo010100סס 17
ooסס 0101 01 18
ooסס 0100 10 19
ooסס 0100 11 20
0000 0100 010 21
ooסס 0100 011 22
ooסס 0100 010 23
ooסס 0100 011 24
ooסס 0100 000 25
ooסס 0100 001 26
ooסס 0011 110 27
ooסס 0011 111 28
ooסס 0011 100 29
ooסס 0011101 30
ooסס 0011 010 31
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(5.14)

5.3.4. Simulation Results and Discussion

Experiments on image coding have been performed using the FMVQ proposed in

this section. All images used for training and testing are 512x 512 with the resolution of 8

bits (256 gray levels). The block size is 4x4. Ten gray level images. including faces and

outdoor scenes, are used to train the super codebook by the Kohonen learning algorithm

[Koh088]. A number of images outside of the training image set have been tested and the

performances of three standard images, Lena, Peppers. and Lake. are presented. The

experiments are designed to investigate the accuracy of the prediction by FMVQ. the

computational efficiency. the rate PSNR performance of FMVQ. and finally the coding

performances from images to images. The sizes of super codebook vary from 64 to 4096.

corresponding to sx8 to 64x 64 neurons in the competitive grid.

(1) The Performance of State Codebook

The performance of an FSVQ is determined by the accuracy of the state codebook

prediction. If a small state codebook can accurately represent a range that contains the

source input to be coded, then it can achieve the quality of a large codebook (super

codebook). To measure the performance of an adaptive FSVQ, a hit ratio is defined as

the number of correct predictions (the best matching is found in the state codebook) over

the total number of predictions [NaFe90a]

H = # of correct predictions x 100%
# of predictions

For a good FSVQ system. the incorrect predictions should only occur at edges

where neighboring blocks are not highly correlated with the current input. Thus. H

reflects the correlation among neighboring blocks in an image. Apparently. H also

depends upon a search ratio defined below.
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SR= N"a,~
N..,p

(5.15)

Figure 5.23 shows relationships among the H, SR, and NSllp for the test image

Lena. We find that H increases as the SR increases for fixed NSllp. This is consistent with

Theorem 3 in Chapter 4; the more codevectors are examined, the better chance of finding

the best match in the state codebook. In addition, H increases slowly as log(NSllp)

increases for a given search ratio SR. This is because larger super codebooks have better

image representations.

Figure 5.23 shows that the FMVQ achieves high prediction accuracy. Even with

SR=1/256, H is greater than 80%. For SR=1/2, H is 97%. Similar results are observed

for other test images such as Peppers and Lake. Thus, FMVQ is able to capture the local

statistics of the input very accurately with only the location information of the reference

points. No explicit tracing of statistics is needed.
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(2) Computing Efficiency

Figure 5.24 shows the plot of encoding time against the logarithm of super

codebook size. Obviously, the encoding time of a memoryless VQ increases exponentially

as 10gNsup (O(KNswp)=O(K2 Joc N-,». The non-adaptive FMVQ takes almost constant

time with respect to log Nnip if we ignore the overhead used for the first row and first

column blocks. This confmns property 2 in Section 5.3.2. For adaptive FMVQ, the

encoding time increases as the log Nsup increases but significantly slower than that of the

memoryless VQ. Although there is only a small portion of full searches (typically less than

20-30%, such as 20% for image Lena and 30% for image Lake, when Nsup~1024), the

dominant portion of encoding time is the full search when Nsup » NSIll14 ' That is again

confirms the property 3 in Section 5.3.2.

(3) Rate PSNR Performance

The adaptive FMVQ is a variable bit rate algorithm and the actual bit rate depends

on the entropy information of the image to be coded. Given a hit ratio H, the bit rate is

R = HRs/Q14 +(1- H)Rsup (5.16)

where RS/QI. is the number of bits per pixel used by the state codebook of size NSIll14 to

encode a block of size K

R = logz N slall

s/Q14 K (5.17)

Similarly, Rsup is the number of bits per pixel used by the super codebook of size Nsup to

encode a block of size K

(5.18)
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where F;,vtrhead is the number of bits needed for the special flag to inform the receiver of the

codebook change. When variable length coding is applied, RSIDIe and Roverhtad can be

further reduced to nearly their entropies.

To investigate the rate-PSNR performance with respect to the parameters of the

search ratio, state codebook and super codebook sizes, and the effects of VLC coding, we

design the experiments and discuss the results in three cases: (1) fix the search ratio SR;

(2) fix the state codebook size; and (3) fix the super codebook size. The test image here is

Lena.

• Fixed search ratio:

Table 5.5 shows results of PSNR and bit rate for both FMVQ and FMVQ with

VLC, where the search ratio SR = 1:4. The adaptive FMVQ has been applied to five of

those super codebooks (64 to 1024) with five state codebook sizes: 16 to 256,

respectively. The adaptive threshold is set at WOO. The table shows that the PSNR and

bit rate increase as Nsup increases. The reason is that the larger the codebook, the better

performance and the higher the bit rate. On the other hand, the bit rate reduction using

VLC to encode the index of the state code book is almost the same for all super codebook

sizes: about 0.11 to 0.13 bpp.

Table 5.5. Performance of FMVQ vs. FMVQ+VLC
when SR=1:4

FMVQ FMVQ+VLC
SR PSNR(dB) Rate (bpp) Rate (bpp)

16:64 29.17 0.2954 0.1804
32:128 30.26 0.3468 0.2252
64:256 30.97 0.4053 0.2756
128:512 31.64 0.4644 0.3537

256:1024 32.17 0.5271 0.4153
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• Fixed super code book size:

Table 5.6 shows PSNR and bit rate for both FMVQ and FMVQ with VLC, where

the super codebook size is fixed at N,rup = 1024. Seven state codebook sizes, 8, 16, ...,

512, are used, corresponding to the search ratio from 1:128 to 1:2, respectively. The

adaptive threshold is also set as 1000. Apparently, the larger the state codebook (or the

search ratio), the better the PSNR since better prediction is always achieved by a larger

search ratio (Theorem 3 in Chapter 5). The PSNR difference between the SR=1:2 and SR

= 1:32 is negligible within 0.26 dB, while the complexity is reduced by about 16 times.

The amount of bit rate reduction obtained by VLC coding also depends on the SR

or the state codebook size. With NSta k = 512 (or SR = 1:2), the VLC reduces the bit rate

to 0.1665 bpp. When Ns101• =8 (SR = 1:128), the VLC can only improve about 0.011

bpp. Since the FMVQ preserves the correlation between the neighboring blocks, most of

matches are in the first few codevectors in the state codebook. Therefore, when the Nsta l•

is larger, the distribution of the state codebook index decays faster, and the VLC has more

advantages of this case. On the other hand, when NSta k is very small, such as 8, the

distribution is relatively uniform. As a consequence, VLC has no advantages.

Table 5.5. Performance of FMVQ vs, FMVQ+VLC
h th d b k si . 1024w en e super co e 00 size IS

FMVQ FMVQ+VLC
SR PSNR (dB) Rate (bpp) Rate (bpp)

8:1024 31.48 0.3048 0.294
16:1024 31.78 0.3426 0.3299
32:1024 31.94 0.3853 0.3584
64:1024 32.07 0.4299 0.3818
128:1024 32.14 0.4773 0.3983
256:1024 32.18 0.5271 0.4153
512:1024 32.2 0.577 0.4205
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• Fixed state code book size:

Table 5.7 shows the result of PSNR and bit rate for both FMVQ and FMVQ with

VLC, where the state codebook size is set at NS/QU = 32. Seven super codebook sizes (64

to 4096) are used which cause the search ratio to vary from 1:2 to 1:128. Note that the

PSNR increases as the super codebook size increases despite the search ratio decreasing

exponentially. The reason is that a larger super codebook generates better performance

and higher bit rate. Also note that the bit rate changes very little (less than 0.02) when

NSJJ.p is doubled in FMVQ (column 3 in Table 5.7). That means the adaptive FMVQ's bit

rate mainly depends on the state codebook size since only a small potion of blocks is

encoded by the super codebook. When the VLC is applied, the bit rate reduction

increases as the search ratio increases, from 0.025 bpp to 0.154 bpp as SR changes from

1:128 to 1:2. This is consistent with the observations in the first two cases.

.
FMVQ FMVQ+VLC

SR PSNR (dB) Rate (bop) Rate (bpp)

32:64 29.23 0.3389 0.1849
32:128 30.26 0.3468 0.2252
32:256 30.92 0.36 0.2673
32:512 31.45 0.373 0.3229

32:1024 31.94 0.3853 0.3584
32:2048 32.43 0.4023 0.3884
32:4096 32.86 0.4172 0.4147

Table 5.7. Performance of FMVQ vs. FMVQ+VLC
when the state codebook size is 32

We conclude that the search ratio plays an essential role in the performance

(PSNR) of FMVQ and in the bit rate reduction using VLC in FMVQ. These experiments

provide guidelines to control the parameters and to select methods of image compression

using FMVQ. For example, when the search ratio is very small, the VLC is not necessary

because it achieves diminished return with additional complexity overhead (in both design
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and computation). Whereas the search ratio is not small, the VLC can significantly reduce

the bit rate.

(4) Coded Image Quality

Figure 5.25 summarizes rate performance of FMVQ combined with the VLC. It

shows that FMVQ achieves good image quality (30-33 dB) at very low bit rate (0.2-0.4

bpp). Three observations can also be found: first, for a given bit rate, the PSNR can be

improved to more than 4 dB compared to a memoryless VQ. For example, at a bit rate of

0.3342 bpp, the memoryless VQ has 28.4 dB (by interpolation) and the FMVQ with a

super codebook of size 4096 and state codebook of 8 achieves 32.45 dB -- a 4.05 dB

improvement. Second, at the same PSNR level, FMVQ can cut down more than half of

the bit rate in memoryless VQ. The plot shows that at 32.45 dB, FMVQ with super

codebook of size 4096 and state codebook of size 8 achieves 0.334 bpp rate and the

corresponding VQ takes 0.66 bpp (by interpolation). Finally, larger super codebook size

with smaller state codebook size achieves a lower bit rate and better PSNR. For example,

FMVQ with NSIa,~:Nsup of 8:4096 has a 0.0242 bpp reduction and 0.51 dB PSNR

improvement compared to FMVQ with NS'tJ,,:Nsup of 32:1024.

To show the perceptual quality of coded images, we present four coded images of

Lena in Figure 5.26, where (a) and (b) show the coded images with memoryless VQ at

0.3125 bpp with PSNR 27.82 dB, and 0.625 bpp with 32.21 dB, respectively. Images

coded by adaptive FMVQ are shown in Figure 5.26 (c) and (d). The former is coded at

0.3158 bpp and 31.98 dB with N.lau:Nsup of 8:2048. The later is coded at 0.334 bpp and

32.45 dB with NSlau:Nsup of 8:4095. Clearly (d) has better perceptual quality than (b) with

about half the bit rate; even their PSNR deference is small. Compared with (a) and (c)

which have the about the same bit rate, we can find the perceptual difference with 4.16 dB

PSNR difference.
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Figure 5.25 FMVQ performance vs. bit rate for test image Lena
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.26 Coded image Lena by (a) memoryless VQ at 0.3125 bpp (27.82 dB), (b)

memoryless VQ at 0.625 bpp (32.21 dB), (c) FMVQ at 0.3158 bpp (31.98 dB), and

(d) FMVQ at 0.3342 bpp (32.45 dB).
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(5) Performance on Different Images

To study how the encoding performance varies from image to image, a number of

test images out of the training image set have been tested and the results are consistent to

the observations for the test image Lena. Here we present the results for the test images

Peppers and Lake. Note that the image blocks in Peppers are more correlated than those

in Lena and image blocks in Lake are less correlated than those in Lena. Those images

represent the variation of nature pictures: plants, human face and outdoor scene. For an

image that is not too "busy" (white noise), we expect that a good FSVQ can exploit the

inter block correlation and therefore, reduce the bit rate without impairing the image

quality. We find that although the natures of images are different, similar performance

behaviors are obtained and the two propositions are still true. The bit rate PSNR

performances coded by adaptive FMVQ with VLC are shown in Figure 5.27 and 5.28.

The coded images are shown in Figure 5.29 and 5.30, respectively. These experimental

results show that FMVQ is an effectively and computationally efficient algorithm for

image coding over a variety of images.

In this section we have proposed a new design of FSVQ, called FMVQ, by using

the self-organizing VQ codebook, which automatically transforms the statistical

characteristics of the training set into the topological relationships of codevectors on a 2

D lattice. FMVQ generates the state codebook by selecting the most probable

codevectors without the computation of local statistics. Thus, FMVQ significantly

reduces the computational complexity of FSVQ in both the encoder and decoder. It

automatically achieves the spatial contiguity without extra computation. In addition, the

self ordering property provides the opportunity to use variable length coding to further

reduce the bit rate.
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The experimental results show that FMVQ is a simple, accurate, computational

efficient and effective method. It is simple since no separate stages of next-state function

and state code book design are needed. It is accurate since the correct prediction is up to

97%. It is computationally efficient for it takes less than 30% of the encoding time of a

memoryless VQ and preserves the fast decoder advantages of VQ. It is effective because

it can cut the bit rate of a memoryless VQ in half without impairing the image quality.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.29 Coded images of Peppers by (a) memoryless VQ at 0.3125 bpp (28.01

dB), (b) memoryless VQ at 0.625 bpp (31.74 dB), (c) FMVQ at 0.2845 bpp (31.06

dB), and (d) FMVQ at 0.3271 bpp (31.71 dB).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.30 Coded images of Lake by (a) memoryless VQ at 0.3125 bpp (25.49 dB),

(b) memoryless VQ at 0.625 bpp (29.06 dB), (c) FMVQ at 0.2996 bpp (28.03 dB),

and (d) FMVQ at 0.4323 bpp (29.06 dB).
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Chapter 6

Self-organizing Vector Quantization for Video Compression

6.1 Video Compression

As mentioned before, video compression technology has made many new

applications feasible and practical in both video communications (videophony and

conferencing, CATV, and HDTV) and video data services (videotex, video information

retrieval, CD-ROM). Unlike still image compression where each image is compressed

independently, video compression has to remove the intraframe redundancy as well as the

interframe redundancy. There exist numerous information redundancies between

consecutive image frames. Hence, most information about the present frame can be

determined from previous frames. For example, in most cases there is a great possibility

that the same objects could occur among continuous frames, and if only the information

related to motion is known, then data associated with the object can be coded logically in

a single step. This concept also applies to background. and in order to achieve further

compression, such time axis (temporal) redundancy should be eliminated. Situations such

as a camera pan and zoom will result in a large unpredictable picture area. This will lead

to a higher transmission bit rate to avoid visible impairments in the picture. However, the

fast moving portion in a frame, even in TV programs or movies, is typically less than 5%

of the frame [Huan83]. Hence, the techniques used to remove the interframe redundancy,

called interframe coding, is the key to compressing the video signal.

In the past few years, several coding systems have been developed for applications

in video conference, video phone, and home video [HGSS7?, MKM84, KMW85,

MPEG93]. At the same time, digital signal processing techniques have been developed

rapidly in recently years to perform real-time pre- and post-processing in order to improve
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the quality of coded images. These techniques include noise reduction, image

enhancement, spatiotemporal subsampling and interpolation, and motion estimation.

Interframe motion-compensated coding techniques have been successful [PePr84,

KHK87, KaRa8!]. However, it has been shown [Jain8!] that transformation of an

ensemble data with a correlation factor of r<O.5 will have very little compression

efficiency. Therefore, a hybrid encoder such as a combination of a motion-compensated

interframe predictive encoder and a 2D transform encoder (in MPEG and H.261) will not

be an effective method to encode the interframe differential signal. This was pointed out

by Kaneko et al. [KHK87] who studied the characteristics of motion compensated frame

to-frame difference signals. The differential signal contains highly varying values (low

pixel correlation) as well as moderately changing values (high pixel correlation). The

differential signal has the characteristics of a line drawing image where the error signal has

large values along the boundaries of moving objects, called the pulsive component, as well

as homogeneous regions representing motionless areas. Transform coding is not suitable

for image blocks containing the pulsive component of the frame differential signals

because of its inherent inability to decorrelate and to achieve high energy packing of the

transform coefficients in highly varying image regions [NLF89].

On the other hand, VQ with small vector size is useful in these areas since a

properly trained codebook can faithfully reproduce edge details. However, the use of very

small block size would result in a very high bit rate. Memory VQ's, such as finite state VQ

or predictive VQ, can be used to reduce the bit rate while reproducing edge details by

exploiting the interblock correlation.

Section 6.2 briefly discusses motion estimation and compensation techniques.

Section 6.3 presents an interframe coding scheme using motion-compensated self

organizing vector quantization. Section 6.4 presents the simulation results.
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B

6.2 Motion Estimation and Compensation

There are two distinct approaches for motion estimation [MPG85]: pixel recursive

and block matching. In pixel recursive motion estimation [RoNe83], the motion

parameters are recursively estimated to minimize the motion compensated error signal at

each pixel. This approach does not generate block artifacts. In addition, the rotary and

translation motion, which is nature in a real world scene, can be dealt with. However, this

approach requires extensive computation time.

On the other hand, block matching motion estimation [JaJa81], due to its lower

implementation complexity, has been considered for most block coding methods in video

applications [H261, MPEG93]. The block matching algorithm (BMA) [JaJa81] is

illustrated in Figure 6.1. Each frame is first partitioned into blocks of size m-by-n.

Assume that all the pixels within each non-overlapping block have the same motion

displacement vector (motion vector). The motion vector for each block is estimated by

searching through a

larger block (search

A

Block in the current frame

(x,y)

Block in the previous fram

window), centered at

the same location on

the previous coded

frame, for the best

match.

Assume

Sr<k,l) to be the

Figure 6.1 Motion vector estimation by block matching algorithm
intensity of the pixel

located on the upper

most left in the block of the current frame,/, and Sf-l (k +i,l+ j) to be the intensity of the
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pixel on the previous coded frame. The accuracy of the estimate depends on the matching

criteria applied in the search. For a matching criterion, the main objective would be to

minimize the mean distortion function defined by Jain and Jain [JaJa81] as

D(i,j)=_1Lg(S/(k,I)-S/_l(k+i,l+ j»
mn /c.1

(6.1)

where gO is a positive distortion function. For a given gO, the best match corresponds to

a block with the spatial displacement io and jo' such that D(io' jo) is minimum. The

motion vector is Cio' jo). The criteria, which are based on the first and second order

distortion functions, are known as mean absolute error (MAE) and mean square error

(MSE).

and

MAE(i,j) =_l-LIS/(k,l)-S/_l(k+i,l+ j)1
mn /c,1

MSE(i,j) =_I_L(S/(k,I)-S/_1 (k+i,l+ j»2
mn /c,1

(6.2)

(6.3)

Currently, BMA with the MAE criterion is considered a good candidate for low bit rate

video applications. This is mainly due to its relative ease of hardware implementation,

although it may suffer from performance poorer than MSE.

• Motion-compensated prediction

The purpose of motion estimation is to estimate the present image block from

previous or neighboring frames in order to reduce the temporal redundancy. Motion

compensation prediction, the most widely used technique, is able to reduce the time-axis

redundancy. In this scheme, the corresponding block of the previous frame is subtracted

from the current block to form the motion-compensated frame difference (MCFD) signal

(prediction error). The MCFD signal generally contains a small fraction of the information
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in the original frame since the interframe correlation has been removed. The motion

compensation, therefore, while adding overhead information of the motion vectors,

reduces the information to be encoded later [NCR92]. The reduction can be found in the

following example. Figure 6.2 shows the original image frames 25 and 22 in the image

sequence "Miss America" The frame differences with and without motion compensation

are shown in Figure 6.3 (a) and (b), respectively. Obviously, the image in Figure 6.3 (a)

contains less detail than the image in Figure 6.3 (b). Hence, motion-compensation

prediction offers a promising approach to improve the prediction performance

substantially, resulting in a reduction of the bit rate as compared to standard previous

frame prediction.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the configuration of a general interframe encoder using

motion compensation. This basic configuration consists of two stages: the first for

performing motion estimation and compensation, and the second for compression. The

prediction error is quantized, statistically coded and transmitted. The coding efficiency,

i.e., the amount of bit rate reduction, depends upon the accuracy of the prediction process.
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(a) Frame 25

(b) Frame 22

Figure 6.2 Original images of Miss America
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(a) With motion compensation

(b) Without motion compensation

Figure 6.3 Differences between frame 25 and 22 in Miss America
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Figure 6.4 Motion-compensated interframe encoder.
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6.3 Motion Compensated Self-organizing FSVQ

In this section, a modified self-organizing FSVQ scheme (FMVQ) has been applied

to the above interframe coding system for video compression. Figure 6.5 shows the

system block diagram. The input image is first divided into blocks of size 16 by 16

(macroblock) for motion estimation using BMA [JaJa81]. The maximum displacement is

7. If the MAE of the best match is greater than a preset threshold, the macroblock is

marked as a moving block, otherwise, marked a stationary block. The motion vector is

calculated for each moving macroblock. Then the motion compensated prediction is

performed on each macroblock and the prediction error signal is further divided into 16

blocks of size 4 by 4 that are encoded by the FMVQ.

The output data stream consists of three parts: the first one is a bit plane which

indicates the moving/stationary macroblocks, the second consists of the motion vectors for

each moving macroblock, and the third is the VQ indices of moving blocks.

• Bit Plane Compression

For a typical video sequence, since there are only a small portion of moving blocks

comparing to the previous frame, the bit plane used to indicate the moving/stationary

blocks is a sparse matrix, with few Is' and many Os', This bit plane can be further

compressed using a variable length coding scheme. In this dissertation, these bits are

simply concatenated into bytes and a Huffman code is used to compress it. Note that we

here only want to demonstrate the possibility for further compression. The algorithm here

only explores the 1-D correlation in the bit plane. It typically achieves 50% saving. More

advanced techniques with 2-D correlation exploration can achieve more saving, such as Q

coder [PMLA88, MiPe88]. However, that is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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• Motion Vector Compression

Since most of the changes between consecutive frames are relatively small, the

magnitudes of motion vectors are typically small. Thus, a variable length coding scheme

can be used to reduce the bit rate. In this dissertation, each motion vector is coded by a

variable length codeword for the horizontal component followed by a variable length

codeword for the vertical component. The Huffman code in MPEG [MPEG93] is

adopted to encode the motion vectors (Table 6.1).

• Compression of the Motion-Compensated Error

The prediction errors of the moving blocks are compressed by a modified version

of the FMVQ in Chapter 5. The modification includes three parts: (1) the block in the

previous frame is used as a neighboring reference point for prediction (Figure 6.6); (2) the

indices of the state codebook are not encoded by variable-length coding in order to reduce

the complexity of the encoder, and (3) a partial search algorithm is embedded in the

FMVQ since only those moving blocks need to be encoded. That is,

• If a block has no coded neighbors (such as the first block in an image, or the first

moving block in a local area), a full search is performed.

• If there is one or more neighboring blocks coded, the state codebook is generated

based on the codevectors used for the neighboring blocks.

To reduce the design complexity, the last index in a state codebook is reserved to

flag the super codebook. When the encoder decides to use the super codebook, it will

first send the flag followed by the index in the super codebook. The decoder will always

check the index for the state codebook first. If a flag is found, the decoder will use the

super codebook to decode. Otherwise, a state codebook is generated for decoding.
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Let N sup and N SIlJI. be the sizes of the super codebook and state codebook,

respectively. Given a moving image block and N1 reference points (codevectors used to

encoded the neighboring image blocks. 1S N1 S 5). the state codebook generation

algorithm is shown below:

begin state codebook generation

while n<NsllJu-l

Select the codevector Yi from the heads of the N1 queues which has

the minimum 2-D distance;

Delete Yi from that queue;

if Yi has not been selected

put Yi into the state codebook;

n:= n+l;

end while

end state codebook generation

The complexity analysis of the state codebook generation algorithm is similar to

the analysis in Chapter 5; the only difference is that there are N1 reference points here

(l S N1 S 5) instead of the four of Chapter 5. The complexity of a state codebook

generation in a motion-compensated FMVQ is constant with respect to the super

codebook size. It takes O(NSIlJ1. ) comparisons.

• Motion-compensated self-organizing FSVQ algorithm

Given a self-organizing super codebook Csup • a preset threshold To. and an image

sequence. the motion-compensated FMVQ can be described as below:
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begin encoding

for all macroblocks

Motion estimation;

if it is a moving macroblock

Encoding the motion vector using Huffman code;

Decomposing the macroblock into 16 4x4 blocks;

for each 4 x 4 block

Find all coded neighboring moving blocks in the current and previous

frames;

Generate the state code book CSlau(x) for the current block x;

Find the best match codevector YSlaU in the CSlau(x) for block x;

if d(x,ys1al.) s To' encode x with YSlaU;

else

Find the best match codevector YstIp in the C....P ;

if dtx.ysup ) < d(x,Yslau), encode x with Y....P along with a flag;

else encode x with YSlaU;

end for 16 4 x 4 blocks

end for all macroblocks.

end encoding

The computational complexity includes: (1) motion-estimation, compensation and

variable length coding for motion vectors, and (2) VQ of moving image blocks. The

complexity of motion estimation and compensation can be found in [Liu92]. Here we only

discuss the second part, which is similar to the analysis for still image compression. The

nonadaptive FMVQ encoding algorithm requires O(KNslau) multiplication's and O(Nstau)
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comparisons per moving vector. The encoding complexity of an adaptive FMVQ is

pO(KNsup) per moving vector, where p is a small fraction.

The decoder of AFMVQ takes at most O(N..ta,.+Z) comparisons to decode a

moving vector.

The state in FMVQ is determined by the positions of these reference points.

Therefore, the next-state function is automatically generated when the super codebook is

trained. No additional effort is need to design the next-state function. The number of

reference points changes from 1 to 5, and for each reference point there are Nsup position

available. Therefore, the total number of distinct states is

(6.4)

• Bit Rate Calculation

The bits used for coding include the following three parts: bits for the motion

detection bit plane, bits for the motion vectors, and bits for the VQ indices of moving

blocks. The last one can also be broken down into two parts: bits for the super codebook

indices and the state codebook indices, respectively.

(6.5)

6.4 Experimental Results

The simulation of the above system has been performed on a Sun SPARC-II. The

super codebook is trained with MCFD signal from the image sequence "Susie" sequence

(CCIR 601 format, nOx576, 256 gray levels, sampled at 30 frame per second). The

motion-compensated frame difference signal is obtained by applied the block match

algorithm [JaJa81]. Some of the training vectors were taken from the differences between
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two or three frames, as well as consecutive frames. The super codebook is trained by the

Kohonen self-organizing learning algorithm [Koh088]. The wrap-around neighborhood

system (see Chapter 5) has been used during the training. The super codebook size is 256

and the state codebook size varies from 8 to 64.

Three standard CCnT image sequences are used as the test image sequences:

"Miss America" (CIF format, 360x288, 256 gray levels, sampled at 10 frame/s),

"Salesman" (CIF format, 360x288, 256 gray levels, sampled at 30 frame/s), and "Walter

Cronkite" (256 x 256, 256 gray level, sampled at 10 frame/s).

Figure 6.7 show the hit ratio, bit rate and PSNR of the test sequence Miss

America, respectively. Table 6.2 summarizes the average hit ratio, bit rate and PSNR.

The results are consistent with the observations in still image compression in Chapter 5:

the hit ratio increases along with the search ratio (Ns/Q"/ NSIl{J). Apparently, the FMVQ is

able to predict the state codebook accurately. For example, even with NS/Q,. = 8, it

achieves a hit ratio of 86.25%. As a consequence, it achieves the very low bit rate (0.082

to 0.1139 bpp) with high image quality (37.86 to 38.50 dB). Figure 6.8 shows a

reconstructed image (frame 25) and the its error image. No perceptible distortion can be

identified. The reconstructed test sequence has been displayed on a Sun SPARC-II with

an X window based movie playing tool. There are no obvious artifacts observed and it is

indistinguishable from the original sequence.

The results of the test sequence "Salesman" are shown in Figure 6.9 and Table 6.3.

The results of test sequence "Walter Cronkite" are shown in Figure 6.10 and Table 6.4.

Figure 6.11 and 12 show one of the original images and its reconstructed image for the

two sequences, respectively. The results are similar to the observations for the sequence

"Miss America."
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As a footnote to this chapter, it is important to point out that video compression

heavily depends on the techniques of motion estimation and compensation. For example,

MPEG-II makes its greatest improvements over MPEG-I through enhancement of

prediction [MPEG93]. However, motion estimation itself is a fast growing branch in both

computer vision and video compression communities. In this dissertation, only the

simplest technique of motion estimation is adopted for video compression algorithm. The

purpose is to verify the possibilities and the potentials of video compression using self

organizing vector quantization. The motion-compensated FMVQ in this dissertation can

achieve the rate of 0.08-0.15, corresponding to the compression ratio of 53-100. A more

sophisticated approach (such as bi-directional prediction) should achieve better results.

However, it is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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Figure 6.7. (Continued) Encoding results for "Miss America"

were t e SUDer co e 00 size IS
State CB

size Hit ratio (%) Bit rate (bpp) PSNR (dB)

8 86.25 0.0820 37.86

16 89.38 0.0908 38.18

32 91.78 0.1017 38.35

64 94.21 0.1139 38.50

Table 6.2 Average results for test sequence Miss America
h h d b k si . 256
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(a) Coded image

(b) Error image

Figure 6.8 Coded image of Miss America (frame 25) and the error image
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Figure 6.9. (Continued) Encoding results for "Salesman"

were t e SUDer co e 00 size IS
State CB

size Hit ratio (%) Bit rate (bop) PSNR (dB)

8 70.42 0.1022 33.77

16 74.16 0.1046 34.16

32 78.75 0.1075 34.15

64 84.00 0.1139 33.88

Table 6.3 Average results for test sequence Salesman
h h d b k' . 256
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Figure 6.10. (Continued) Encoding results for "Walter Cronkie"

were t e super co e 00 size IS

State CB
size Hit ratio (%) Bit rate (boo) PSNR (dB)

8 84.71 0.1191 31.70

16 88.53 0.1296 32.10

32 91.67 0.1419 32.62

64 94.12 0.1562 33.09

Table 6.4 Average results for test sequence Walter Cronkie
h h d b k' . 256
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(a) Coded image

(b) Error image

Figure 6.11 Coded image of Salesman (frame 10) and the error image
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(a) Coded image

(b) Error image

Figure 6.12 Coded image of Cronkie (frame 5) and the error image
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Chapter 7

Image Vector Quantization Design by

Competitive Learning Algorithms

So far we have discussed the design of codebook structure for efficient encoding

and decoding processes. Now we focus on another important aspect of vector

quantization: how to generate a codebook efficiently. We have mentioned that the most

commonly used algorithm for VQ codebook generation is the Generalized Lloyd

Algorithm (GLA) [LBG80]. The major drawbacks in GLA, however, are high

computational complexity and a large memory requirement. Similar to GLA, the neural

network techniques presented in Chapter 3 are "batch-mode" algorithms for VQ codebook

generation since they have to iterate through the entire training set many times before the

algorithms converge'. Thus, they have the same drawbacks as GLA: high computational

cost and large memory requirement

In this chapter a new competitive learningalgorithm, called NOLA (Near-Optimal

Learning Algorithm) is presented which can "on-line" generate a codebook with only a

one-time pass through a large training set. Thus, it doesn't have to store the whole

training set for repeated iterations as in the GLA. It turns out that NOLA combines the

advantages of both KSFM and K-means algorithms [Koh088, DaM090]. In addition,

NOLA has the property of the least disturbance to previously learned results during the

learning phase. The performance of NOLA for image coding has been compared with

GLA, the benchmark algorithm to generate VQ codebooks. The experimental results

show that NOLA achieves a near-optimal performance with the entire execution time

lOur experiments show that the number of iterations in KSFM [Koh088] affects the PSNR performance
in image coding. Generally, more iterations produce better VQ codebooks. We have used 40 to 100
iterations to generatewell organized codebooks. On the other hand, FSCL [KAMC90] iteratesabout5 to
10 times,according to private communication withProf. A. C. Ahalt in OhioStateUniversity.
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equal to one iteration of GLA. This offers the potential for achieving real-time VQ

codebook generation.

The second problem we will address in this chapter is the edge distortion in coded

images VQ techniques often suffer at very low bit rate. Yet, many applications in

engineering and vision strongly depend on edge information. Segmentation-based VQ

(SVQ) is a technique used to reduce edge distortion. An SVQ classifies image blocks into

smooth texture blocks and edge blocks based on certain measures, and then designs

different codebooks for different types of blocks. The key issue is that the classification

algorithm employed for edge detection directly affects the coding performance. Currently,

most of these classifications are based on relatively local information, Thus, there is a

significant sensitivity to noise and preset thresholds in these classifiers. We will propose

an adaptive image segmentation algorithm that utilizes a hierarchical clustering structure

consisting of a neural-network based vector quantizer and a nearest neighbor clustering.

It can segment images without preset thresholds. The SVQ algorithm to be proposed in

Section 7.4 employs this segmentation algorithm to classify image blocks as smooth ones

or edge ones and design two codebooks for them, respectively. The experimental results

show that our SVQ significantly improves the preservation of edge characteristics. The

reconstructed images show no perceptibly ragged edge effect. Compared with results

from other segmentation-based block coding techniques, our SVQ achieves better

performance at a lower bit rate (or a higher compression ratio).

NOLA is presented in Section 7.1 and the simulation results are presented in

Section 7.2. The adaptive image segmentation technique and the SVQ are proposed in

Section 7.3 and 7.4, respectively.
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7.1. NOLA _. A Near-Optimal Competitive Learning Algorithm for VQ

In this section we develop a competitive learning neural network technique for VQ

codebook generation aimed at fast and on-line codebook generation without sacrificing

performance. The network architecture is the same as shown in Figure 3.1. There are N

neurons in the competitive layer that are geometrically arranged in an n by m grid. The

input layer has K units. The initial codevectors are set as YeO) = {Yi(O),i = 1,... ,N}. At

training time n, the nth training vector XII = {Xl/l , •••,x~} is applied to the network and the

fth codevector wins the competition. We can write the Kohonen learning rule as below:

Yij(n) = Yij(n-l) +11(n,i)A(i,t ,n)[xj - Yij(n-I)] (7.1)

wherej=I,...,K; i=I,...,N. 11(n,i) is the learning rate function for the ith codevector at the

nth training sample, and A(i,f ,n) is the neighborhood function for the winner i*.

AU,f ,n)=1 for i = i* and decreases as the distance between neuron i and i* in the output

array increases.

To design a stable on-line learning algorithm, we should prevent the overfitting of

the current training example. Thus, the learning rate scheme has to minimally disturb the

previous trained results while updating codevectors [Wid.r90]. An associated cost

function is defined as the total training error over time:

(7.2)

Partial derivatives of the cost function yield

(7.3)

.,... " h "lOb " ee 0""
J. 0 mvesngate t e equi 1 num states we set - = giving

'dYij
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II

0= I,ACi,t ,J.!.)(xj - Yij(n»
/1=1

(7.4)

To solve this problem, we simplify the "Mexican hat" neighborhood function into pillbox

below:

A(i ( ) =M!L = {I for i with distance d(i,()Sden)
"J.!. 10th .o efWlse

(7.5)

where d(i,() is the distance between codevector i and i", The size of the neighborhood

den) decreases as a function of n and is eventually reduced to include only the single

winner codevector. Thus, Equation (7.4) becomes

II

0= LMf(xj -Yij(n))
/1=1

(7.6)

Define u, (n) as a counter, representing the number of times that the ith codevector has

been updated from training time 1 to n. Thus,

II

ui(n) = ui(n-l)+M;" = 'LMf
/1=1

Equations (7.6) and (7.7) yield

1 II

Yij(n)=--'LMixj
Ui (n) /1=1

The amount of weight adjustment
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(7.9)

i.e.,

(7.10)

Comparing Equation (7.10) with Equation (3.2) yields

(7.11)

Note that this learning rate is different from that of KSFM since, at any instant, each

codevector may have a different learning rate. In addition, the learning rate assures the

least disturbance to previously trained results since it is derived from minimization of total

training error over time. Yair, Zeger and Gersho have derived the same learning rate by

analyzing the asymptotic property of KSFM for VQ codebook generation [YZG92].

However, their purpose is to derive a global optimal algorithm by using this step size in

simulated annealing. Our purpose is to develop a fast but sub-optimal algorithm to

generate VQ code books "on-line" and our result is derived from a cost function to

minimize the disturbance to the previous results.

Assume the input vectors and the initial codevectors are bounded. Thus Yij is also

bounded. This yields
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Ix; - Yij (n-l)I::::lxil+IYij (n-l)1< C (7.12)

where C is a positive constant. Clearly if each codevector has been updated enough

number of times, the algorithm converges asymptotically. That means there is an

equilibrium state for each neuron after it updates its weights an infinite number of times.

6.Yij ---? 0 as ui(n) ---? 00 for all t = 1,..., N. (7.13)

After the neighborhood shrunk to include only the winner itself, the learning rule

becomes MacQueen's adaptive K-means method [MacQ67, Mood90]. The codevectors

are the centroids of clusters formed by the input vectors. A standard theorem by

Dvoretzky [Dvor56] from stochastic approximation theory [Robb51] provides conditions

for the asymptotic convergence for a single cluster mean (K=1). For any learning rate

scheme, convergence is guaranteed if

lim T\(i) = 0
i-.oo-L:11(0 = 00

i=l-L:11(i)2 = finite
i=l

(7.14)

It turns out that the learning rate in Equation (7.11) satisfies the above conditions.

Although this theorem technically does not apply to the case with K>1, MacQueen's

theorem does guarantee convergence for K> 1 case [DaMo90].

NOLA combines the advantages of both KSFM and adaptive K-means algorithm.

Similar to the KSFM, the neighborhood function prevents the occurrence of the dead

units, since, it provides a mechanism to guarantee that each codevector is updated enough

number of times for the asymptotic convergence. Unlike the KSFM, NOLA will evolve to

the K-means algorithm when the neighborhood is shrunk to the winner itself, which

provides a fast adaptive learning method to generate cluster centroids of input training
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vectors. This is particularly useful for VQ design. In addition, this scheme of learning rate

satisfies the principle of minimal disturbance: "Adapt to reduce the output error for the

current training pattern, with minimal disturbance to responses already learned" [Widr90].

The learning rate in Equation (7.11) can also be understood as a sort of conscience

mechanism. It encourages codevectors which win less to update more for wide

exploration and it suppresses further changes in the frequent winners and allows

refinement of their weights.

Given an initial codebook Y(O) = (Yj (O)}, set uj (0) = 1 (i= 1,2, ...N) and the

training time n=1. Initialize a large size of neighborhood. The NOLA algorithm is stated

below:

(1) At training time n, apply a training vector x"

(2) Calculate the distance D, = dtx" ,Yj) for all output neurons;

(3) Select the output unit with minimal distance as the winner i* ;

(4) Adjust the weight vectors of the winner and its neighbors as below:

uj(n) = uj(n-l) + M;"

M."
Yij(n) = Yij(n-l)+-(') (x j" +Yij(n-l));

u, n

(7.15)

(7.16)

(5) Decrease the size of the neighborhood as training progresses until it contains only

one neuron.

(6) Repeat step (1) to (5) for all training vectors.

Given M training vectors of dimension K, the complexity of NOLA is O(MNK)

since it is a one-pass algorithm. Thus NOLA reduces the number of computations by a

factor of Lover GLA (L is the number of iteration of GLA). The memory requirement is

O(NK) since it only has to store the codebook rather than the O(MK+NK) of GLA

(typically, M» N, for example, M=163,840, N=256). Thus, NOLA significantly reduces
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the storage requirement. In conclusion, NOLA provides a simple but time and space

efficient technique for designing VQ codebook.

7.2 Image Compression by NOLA

In this section, NOLA and GLA have been applied to generate codebooks for

image coding and their performance has been compared. An image is first divided into 4

by 4 blocks of pixels and then these blocks are converted to vectors by scan order. The

images are size of 512 by 512 with a resolution of 8 bits per pixel (bpp). The codebook

sizes vary from 16 to 256, resulting in a code rate of 0.25 to 0.5 bit per pixel. Ten images

are used to train the codebooks, including faces and outdoor scenes. Therefore, the total

number of training vectors is 163,840.

To compare the GLA and NOLA fairly, both algorithms are initialized with the

same codebook randomly chosen from the training set. The peak signal-to-noise ratio

(PSNR) in Equation (1.4) is used to measure the performance of codebooks. Each

algorithm is simulated on a Sun SPARe II. The convergence ratio in GLA is set to 0.001.

That means the GLA continues to iterate until there is less than a 0.1 percent change in the

distortion for the training set.

• Training Phase

Table 7.1 and 7.2 show the execution time and performance of GLA and NOLA in

the training phase, respectively. The performance (PSNR) versus the number of iterations

in the training phase is plotted in Figure 7.1. The results show that NOLA is able to

achieve a near optimal performance with only one pass through the training set; this

typically about 5% of the GLA training time. On the other hand, GLA takes about 6

iterations to achieve the same performance as NOLA. The amount of improvement by the
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further iterations in GLA diminishes relative to the computing effort. Similarly, NOLA

also reaches such a point of diminished return, when the same training set is used for

NOLA to iterate two or more times. Thus, NOLA removes almost all the redundancy in

the training set on the first pass while GLA needs many iterations to do so. The learning

effectiveness of NOLA is much higher than that of GLA in the sense of computing effort

It is important to point out that NOLA is not sensitive to the choice of an initial

codebook. A number of experiments have been performed with different initial codebooks

and all of them behave in the same way as shown in above examples.

T bl 7 1 T .. T' ( d)a e • rarruna nne secon
Codebook GLA NOLA GLA+NOLA

16 3,370 112 3,621
32 4,888 218 4,892
64 6,731 424 7,582
128 21,825 834 22,675
256 36,892 1,679 38,578

fC d b k . T .. Phase (dB). er ormance 0 o e 00 s m ramma
Codebook GLA NOLA GLA+NOLA

16 25.10 24.89 25.16
32 26.16 25.99 26.24
64 27.07 26.89 27.11
128 27.92 27.73 27.97
256 28.69 28.47 28.73

Table 7 2 P Ii
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Figure 7.1 PSNR vs. number of iterations

• NOLA as GLA's Initializer

Random initializers often cost many iterations of the GLA. Many techniques have

been proposed to generate better initializers for GLA [GeGr92]. Based on our

experimental results, we suggest using NOLA as an GLA initializer since NOLA generates

a near-optimal codebook with the time of one GLA iteration. Figure 7.1 shows that a

NOLA initialized GLA converges faster and achives better performance than a randomly

initialized GLA. It takes about 9 iterations less to achieve the performance of a randomly

initialized GLA.
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(a) Lena (b) Peppers

(c) Lake

Figure 7.2 Original test images
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• Test Phase

A number of images excluded from the training image set have been tested; Tables

7.3-7.5 show the coding performances of the three standard test images, "Lena,"

"Peppers," and "Lake" (shown in Figure 7.2), respectively. Apparently, there is little

difference between the GLA and NOLA in the test phase. To get a feeling for the

corresponding subjective image quality after coding, Figures 7.3-7.5 show the coded

images and the resulting error images (the difference between the original and the coded

image) at coding rate 0.5 (256 codevectors in a codebook). Each figure shows three

coded images by GLA with random initializer, NOLA, and GLA with NOLA as initializer,

respectively. Apparently there are no perceptual differences among the three coded

images.

The experimental results show that NOLA achieves a near-optimal performance

with about 5% of the training time of GLA and 0.15% of the storage required by GLA.

The learning effectiveness of NOLA is much higher that of GLA in terms of computing

effort. Therefore, NOLA provides a fast alternative to GLA for VQ codebook generation.

In case there is a need for an optimal codebook, NOLA can generate a good initial

codebook for GLA to improve the performance and reduce the training time.
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L nafIP fie . es ase: er ormance 0 mage e
Codebook GLA NOLA GLA+NOLA

16 26.88 26.45 26.92
32 28.13 27.82 28.14
64 29.25 28.96 29.30
128 30.16 29.89 30.17
256 30.97 30.67 30.98

Tabl 73T t Ph

P ersfIP fie . es ase: er ormance 0 maze epp

Codebook GLA NOLA GLA+NOLA
16 26.72 26.38 26.77
32 27.94 27.46 27.95
64 28.97 28.58 29.00
128 29.91 29.52 29.93
256 30.84 30.43 30.87

Tabl 74 T t Ph

L kefIP fie . es ase: er ormance 0 maze a
Codebook GLA NOLA GLA+NOLA

16 24.44 24.11 24.50
32 25.65 25.48 25.69
64 26.55 26.48 26.55
128 27.45 27.30 27.46
256 28.21 28.03 28.22

Tabl 75 T t Ph
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(a) Coded by GLA(30.97 dB) (b) Coded by NOLA (30.67 dB)

(c) Coded by GLA with NOLA initiaIizer (30.98 dB)

Figure 7.3 Coded test image of Lena at O.Sbit/pixel
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(a) Coded by GLA(30.84 dB) (b) Coded byNOLA (30.43 dB)

(c) Codedby GLAwithNOLA initializer(30.87 dB)

Figure7.4 Coded test image of Peppers at O.5bit/pixel
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(a) Coded by GLA(28.21 dB) (b) Coded by NOLA (28.03 dB)

(e) Coded by GLA with NOLA initializer (28.22 dB)

Figure 7.5 Coded test image of Lake at O.Sbit/pixel
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7.3 Adaptive Image Segmentation by VQ

In this section we present an adaptive image segmentation technique which plays a

key role in the segmentation-based VQ algorithm in the next section. Segmentation of

images into homogeneous regions has been a goal of image processing and image

understanding for many years. Segmentation algorithms are generally based on one of

two basic properties of gray-level intensities: discontinuity and similarity,corresponding to

edge-oriented and region-oriented approaches, respectively. Most region-oriented

algorithms must set thresholds for different types of images. These algorithms, therefore,

are usually not adaptive since they require significant experimentation to determine the

thresholds.

In this section we focus on the region-oriented segmentation approaches by

clustering, a technique to group a given set of objects into subsets according to the

properties of each object. The subsets are required to contain objects that are in some

sense more similar to one another than to the objects in other subsets. There are a number

of clustering algorithms, each having its own particular characteristics [DuHa77]. Many

of them use distance between cluster centroids as a measure and iterate to a local

minimum for the average distance from each sample to the nearest cluster centroid. For

examples, the Isodata adapted by Ball and Hall [BaHa65], MacQueen's adaptive K-means

clustering algorithm [DaM090, MacQ67] and its generalizations [Papp92]. For an

unsupervised clustering process, the key problem is the determination of the "correct"

number of clusters. Most efforts have been made on the incremental learning or cluster

seeking techniques. That is, an algorithm begins with a small number of cluster centroids

and gradually increases the number of clusters if some measures employed are greater than

preset thresholds. Generally, these techniques require a great deal of intuition and

experimentation. For example, a 512 by 512 image has 262,144 pixels. Consequently,
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there are 262,144 feature vectors for clustering. The incremental algorithms have to

consume a large amount of computation to find the correct number of clusters.

Vector quantization has been extensively applied in source coding tasks such as

speech and image coding. Yet VQ is a clustering approach which can be used for

classification and recognition. In a VQ system, each input vector x is represented by a

codevector. In terms of clustering, the codevectors are the cluster centroids and their

indices are the labels of clusters. We now apply VQ technique for image segmentation.

7.3.1 Image Segmentation by VQ

A two-layer hierarchical clustering system has been proposed in this dissertation

shown in Figure 7.6, including feature extraction, vector quantization, second clustering,

and final segmentation. We describe them below.

image Feature
Extraction

clustered Segmentation segmented

L..- -..Ifeature map by feature map image

Figure 7.6 Adaptive Image Segmentation by Quantization
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• Features for Segmentation

The feature extraction module computes the feature set (vector) for each pixel.

The feature set plays an essential role in image segmentation by clustering. A good

feature set describes texture information in agreement with the human visual system. For

monochrome imagery, the most obvious features are intensity and texture. Intensity is a

relatively straightforward concept, but texture has been recognized as one of the most

important problems in image processing and understanding. It is important because it

provides the essential structure information in an image and allows human observers to

group pixels into relatively large, homogeneous regions. Much research has been

performed regarding human perception of texture, and the subject is still an open issue.

Coleman and Andrews [CoAn79] have used the number of "edges per unit area" and

"mode filters" in varying size neighborhood as features. Lu et al [LHC91] have applied

Gabor coefficients for texture segmentation. Pappas [Papp92] has used a Gibbs random

field model to incorporate spatial constraints into K-means method.

On the other hand, moments and functions of moments have been used as pattern

features in many applications [KhLu88]. In this study we adapt the invariant moments

defined in [Hu62] as features. Experiments and comparisons show that this feature set is

able to describe image regions with respect to the degree of roughness perceived by the

human visual system. To define the invariant moment set, we first define the central

moments as

Il pq= LL(x-x)P(y-y)q f(x,y)
z y

(7.17)

where p and q are non-zero integers, f(x,y) is the intensity of pixel (x,y), and x and y

are given below:
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Lxf(x,y)

x= % LX
%

LY!(X,y)

s- Y LY
y

The normalized central moment, denoted by ll pq• is defined as

11 =llpq

pq ll~

where

r=P+Q+1
2

for p+Q=2, 3, ....

(7.18)

(7.19)

(7.20)

(7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25)

From the second and third moments, a set of seven invariant moments can be

derived [Hu62]. They are given by

</11 ='1120 +1'\02

</12 =(1'\20 -'1102)2 + 41'\fl

</13 =(1'\30 - 31'\12 )2 +(31'\21 - 1'\03)2

</14 = (1'\30 +'1112)2 +('1121 +'1103)2

</Is =(1'\30 -31'\12)(1'\30 +1'\12 )[(1'\30 +1'\12)2-3(1'\21 +1103)2)

+(31'\21 -1'\03 )(1'\21 +1'\03 )[3(1'\30 +1'\12)2 -(1'\21 +1'\03)2) (7.26)

</16 = (1'\20 - '1102 )[ (1'\30 +1'\12)2 -(1'\21 +1'\03)2]+41'\11 (1'\30 +1'\12 )(1'\21 +'1103) (7.27)

</17 = (31'\21 -1'\30 )(1'\30 +1'\12 )[('1130 +1'\12)2-3(1'\21 +1'\03)2)

+(31'\12 -1'\30)(1'\21 +1'\03 )[3(1'\30 +1'\12)2 -(1'\21 +1'\03)2] (7.28)

[Hu62] has shown that this set of moments is invariant to translation, rotation, and scale

change.
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• Vector Quantization for Clustering

These feature vectors are forwarded to the vector quantizer which is trained by

NOLA. NOLA begins with a large neighborhood size and shrinks the size as the learning

progresses. That means NOLA starts with global estimates and slowly adapts to the local

characteristics of each region. Similar to KSFM [KohoSS], the weights associated with

each neuron in the grid are organized as a topological feature map and similar feature

vectors tend to be quantized by the nearby codevectors. If we count the number of

feature vectors quantized for every codevector, then we obtain a 3-D feature map, where

the X-Y coordinates represent the positions of codevectors in the output grid and the Z

axis represents the number of feature vectors which are quantized (or classified) by that

codevector. The hills in the 3-D feature map show the clusters of input data. This

overcomes the difficulty of visualizing the geometrical properties of a high-dimensional

space in most of clustering algorithms.

• Second Clustering on 3-D Feature Map

The second clustering algorithm operates on the 3-D feature map to find the

clusters of the inputs. It first finds substantial hills in the feature map and then uses the

peaks of these hills as cluster centroids to classify the points in the feature map according

to the nearest-neighbor rule. That is, each codevector is classified into a class based on its

distance to these centroids. Since the number of units in the feature map is, say, 256 in a

16x16 lattice, much smaller than the number of input vectors (262144 for a 512 by 512'

image), this approach greatly reduces the computational requirement. It is also easy to

find hills in such a small feature map without specifying the number of clusters first.
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Note that the success of the second clustering algorithm is due to the self

organizing property of NOLA. If the VQ is trained by an other method such as GLA and

K-mean, then there is no topological relationship among these codevectors, and therefore,

the hills in the 3D feature map will be randomly distributed over the 2-D grid which shows

the no geometrical clustering of the input vectors.

• Final Segmentation on the Feature Map

There are two inputs for this function: the index file from the first clustering

algorithm (VQ) and the segmented 3D feature map from the second clustering algorithm.

It clusters image pixels by a lookup table with each entry corresponding to a codevector in

the feature map. The contents in the lookup table are the labels in the segmented feature

map: 0 means the first class, 1 for second class, and so on. The pixel values in output

image are these labels. Pixels in the same region will have the same label.

7.3.2 Experimental Results

Now we illustrate the performance of the VQ-based adaptive image segmentation

algorithm on a variety of images. We also compare it with the K-means clustering

algorithm. The images used in the experiments are size of 512 by 512 pixels with a

resolution of 8 bits per pixel. In all experiments, the initial VQ codebooks are randomly

chosen from the feature set. The VQ codebook size is 256, forming a 16 by 16 grid. The

features are calculated from a 5x5 window centered at each pixel. Figure 7.7(a) shows an

original image of a laboratory scene. After the quantization, a 3-D feature map is

generated which is shown in Figure 7.8 (a). Note that there are two major separable hills

in the feature map which represents the natural clusters of the input vectors in the feature

vector space.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Segmented by VQ (c) Segmented by K-means

Figure 7.7 Segmentationresults for the image ofLaboratory
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(b)

Figure 7.8 3D feature map for image of the laboratory scene. (a) after VQ, where the
number in each cell represents the number of pixels clustered by that codevector. (b) after
the second clustering with K=2, where the number in each cell represents the final cluster
number.
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The second clustering algorithm uses this discovery to find the number of clusters

in the input space and classify them. Figure 7.8(b) shows the feature map output from the

second clustering algorithm. It has successfully clustered the two hills without specifying

the number of clusters. Figure 7.7(b) and (c) show the segmentation results of our

algorithm and K-means algorithm, respectively. Clearly, Figure 7.7(b) contains detailed

information which is lost in the result of K-means segmentation (Figure 7.7(c)). This is

due to the fact that K-means uses no spatial constraints to adapt local characteristics of

each region. Figure 7.9 gives another example for the image Lake. The segmentation

results are consistent with the observation above.

The determination of cluster number is crucial in many clustering algorithms. It

may significantlyaffect the quality of image segmentation. However, our algorithm is not

sensitive to the number of clusters. With a number of experiments, we find that most of

images have a feature map self-organized with two substantial hills, corresponding to two

clusters (K=2). Some of them may have some isolated hills which are much smaller than

the major hills. This contradicts the observations in [Papp92] where K=4 is the best

choice for many images. Perhaps it is due to different image descriptions and different test

images. In our experiments, however, the 3-D feature map is constructed by the

geometrical properties of the feature set. The following example will make this point

clear. Figure 7.1O(a) shows the original image of "splash." The 3-D feature maps are

shown in Figure 7.11. Note that there is a small, isolated hill around the left bottom

comer. If we force the algorithm to select K=3, we get the segmentation result shown in

Figure 7.1O(c). By observing the image carefully, we can see only a few pixels belong to

the third clusters (36800 pixels in cluster 1, 24831 in 2 and only 3825 in 3). The

segmentation result with K=2 is also shown in Figure 7.1O(b). There is no perceptible

difference between the two segmentation images since the result of K=2 has almost all the
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information of result of K=3. On the other hand, the selection of KinK-means method is

very important. Figure 7.1O(d) and (e) shows the segmentation results using K-means

with K=2 and 3, respectively. Obviously, (d) loses much detail. This indicates that the

number of clusters in conventional clustering algorithm plays an important role.

Taking together, our adaptive image segmentation generates a representation of an

image retaining most of the important information. It adaptively segments different types

of images without preset thresholds or number of clusters. The segmentation-based VQ in

next section will embed this algorithm to improve the coded image quality by classifying

image blocks into edge and textual blocks and encode them separately.
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(a) Segmented by VQ

(b) Segmented by K-means

Figure 7.9 Segmentation results for the image of Lake
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(a) Original image

(b) Segmented by VQ at K=2 (c) Segmented byVQ atK=3

Figure 7.10 Image segmentation and the number of clusters
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(d) Segmented byK-means atK=2

(e) Segmentedby K-means atK=3

Figure 7.10 (Continued) Imagesegmentation and the number of clusters
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Figure 7.11 3D feature map for the image of splash. (a) after VQ, where the number in
each cell represents the number of pixels clustered by that codevector. (b) after the
second clustering with K=3, where the number in each cell represents the final cluster
number.
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7.4 Segmentation-based Vector Quantization of Images

by Competitive Learning Neural Network

To achieve good image quality, an image coding system must preserve edge

characteristics since edges are a very important portion of the perceptual information

content in an image. Even if edges only constitute a small fraction of the image, the

perceived quality of the entire image suffers dramatically when the edge blocks are coded

poorly. However, block coding methods such as vector quantization [Gers82, Gray84]

often result in ragged edges, sometimes called the staircase effect. There are two reasons:

first, the edge blocks are poorly represented in the codebook since the training set is

populated with a small fraction of edge blocks. There are too few codevectors that

contain parts of edges in them to represent the variety of edges that must be coded.

Second, even if the codebook contains edge blocks, the MSE distortion measure does not

ensure that an edge block will be encoded by an edge codevector. It is easy to construct

examples where the MSE picks a codevector with a uniform shade, instead of an edge

codevector, as the best match for an edge block. This occurs because the MSE does not

possess any edge-preserving property.

The staircase effect of VQ has raised interest in segmentation-based image

compression techniques [JaRa91, NWM91, RaGe86, KiLe91]. The basic idea is that

image blocks should be classified as textural homogeneous blocks and edge blocks and

should be treated differently in order to preserve the edge characteristics. [JaRa91]

proposed a texture segmentation-based image coder by using fractal dimension as the

measure of the degree of roughness perceived by the human visual system. [NWM91]

developed an adaptive compression coding method using segmentation-based block

truncation coding. The difference between the maximum and the minimum intensity in an

image block was used as the smoothness measure to classify image blocks. [RaGe86]
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introduced a Classified Vector Quantization (CVQ) technique that classifies image blocks

into smooth texture blocks and various edge blocks. Then the blocks belonging to a class

are coded only with codevectors belonging to the same class in order to preserve the

perceptual feature associated with each class. They utilized an edge enhancement step

followed by a complicated decision tree that extracts the edge description from the

enhanced image. Various edge classes have been defined heuristically depending on the

orientation, iocation and the polarity. In addition, the design of edge oriented classifiers is

based on edge-detection and needs to establish several thresholds in the gradient

comparison process. [KiLe91] proposed a simple classification algorithm employing four

coefficients of discrete cosine transform (DCn of an input block as edge oriented

features. They designed a classifier using a cluster-seeking algorithm to ensure that the

centroid of a set of vector in a class always belongs to that class. The GLA is used for

clustering when the number of classes is known. The complexity of this approach is high

since it has to perform the DCT for feature extraction and use GLA for clustering. The

sensitivity of GLA to the predetermined number of classes can also affect the classification

result.

We have applied the VQ based adaptive image segmentation scheme in Section 7.3

to images to be encoded. After an image is segmented as homogeneous textural regions, a

classifier is used to determine smooth textural blocks and edge blocks by detecting the

classes of pixels in each image block. It checks if there are pixels in different classes and

how many. For any 4 x 4 image block, for example, if there are more than 2 pixels not in

the same class as the rest, then this block is classified as an edge block. Otherwise, it is a

smooth textural block.
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• Experimental Results

The SVQ scheme has been applied for image coding tasks. Ten images are used to

train a SVQ, including faces and outdoor scenes. The blocks in these training images are

classified as smooth textual blocks and edge ones. The codebooks are 256 and 64 for

edge and smooth texture blocks, respectively. The reason is that edges contain more

detail information than smooth texture region, so we use more bits for edge coding. To

further improve the quality of coded images, a mean-removed technique is applied on edge

blocks [GeGI92]. Both edge and textural codebooks are trained by NOLA which was

described in section 7.1. The images are divided into 4x4 non-overlapped blocks and the

peak signal-to-noise ratio is used to measure the performance of the SVQ. The threshold

for classification of edge blocks and smooth texture blocks varies from 1 to 4.

After segmentation and classification, for example of threshold 2, there are 2468

edge blocks and 13916 smooth texture blocks for the test image "Lena" shown in Figure

7.12 (a). If some edge detection method such as Sobel operation [GoWi87] is directly

applied to "Lena," 6818 edge blocks will be obtained; many more than 2468. By

examining the segmented image by the Sobel operation, we find that most of the edge

blocks are caused by noise. It is clear that our method is not sensitive to noise and

reduces the number of edge blocks. The reason is that the VQ-based segmentation

algorithm in Section 7.3 has utilized the global information as well as the local interaction

to segment an image, while the Sobel algorithm purely uses the local intensity information

to perform the segmentation. Because of the noise edge reduction, the SVQ reduces the

bit rate.

The experimental results are shown in Table 7.6. At the threshold of 2, the SVQ

achieves the PSNR of 32.01 dB at the bit rate of 0.393 bpp. The mean removed SVQ

achieves the PSNR of 32.32 dB at the rate of 0.468 bit per pixel. The improvement of

PSNR is 0.31 dB at the cost of 0.075 bpp. Figure 7.12 shows the coded results of this
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example. The reconstructed image shows no perceptibly ragged edge effect. The

comparison of several segmentation-based image coding techniques and our technique on

the test image "Lena" is shown in Table 7.7. Apparently, our method achieves better

performance at lower bit rate.

In this chapter an effective competitive learning algorithm (NOLA) has been

presented for vector quantizer codebook generation. This on-line algorithm can generate

a VQ codebook with a fraction of the computational time and storage required by the

GLA. The coding results of NOLA are qualitatively indistinguishable from the results of

GLA. The experiments also show that using a NOLA as GLA initialization results in

better performance than the random initialization. As a faster alternative to the GLA,

NOLA can be used for real-time adaptive codebook design in the case that an on-going

sequence of vectors may suddenly change so that a substantially new codebook is needed.

We have also presented a segmentation-based VQ technique using a competitive

learning neural network to improve the quality of reconstructed images. An adaptive

image segmentation method is proposed to segment edge blocks from an image. The

algorithm can adaptively segment a variety of images without any preset thresholds and

specified number of clusters. After an image is segmented, two different codebooks are

designed for encoding smooth texture blocks and edge blocks, respectively. Experimental

results show that our method achieves better performance at lower bit rate than other

segmentation-based coding techniques in the literature.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7.12 Segmentation-based VQ for the test image Lena, where (a) Edge blocks

after segmentation and classification, (b) SVQ coded image at 0.393 bpp (32.01 dB),

and (c) Edge block mean-removed SVQ coded image at 0.468 bpp (32.32 dB).
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Table 7.6 Rate Performance for Test Image Lena
Usinz Sezmentation-based VO

Edge Mean Remove VQ
Threshold Edge blocks Nonedge blocks Rate (bpp) PSNR (dB) Rate (bpp) PSNR (dB)

1 3062 13322 0.398 32.23 0.491 32.50
2 2468 13916 0.393 32.01 0.468 32.32
3 2008 14376 0.390 31.77 0.451 32.11
4 1614 14770 0.387 31.58 0.436 31.90

smz ezmenta ron- ase maze o IDe ec DIQues
Reference Coding Tech. PSNR(dB) Rate (bpp)

[RaGe86] CVQ 29.79 0.7
[RaGe861 CVQ 31.55 1.0
[KiLe911 DCf-CVO 31.26 0.625
[KiLe911 DCf-CVO 32.57 0.813

[NWM911 S-AMBTC 28.95 0.76
[NWM91] S-AMBTC 33.01 1.25

Here SVQby NN 32.32 0.47

Table 7.7 The Performance Comparison for Test Image Lena
U' S tl b d I C di T h .
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Image compression plays an essential role in high quality image storage and image

transmission. Vector quantization (VQ) is a powerful technique to compress images.

Compared to transform coding schemes, VQ has the advantages of (1) simple hardware

implementation, (2) faithful reproduction of details at very low bit rate, (3) effective for

the pulsive components of the difference signals (for motion pictures). However, the high

computational complexity and large memory requirement in conventional VQ prevent it

from being used for real-time applications.

In this dissertation, we have applied competitive learning neural network (CLNN)

techniques to two key aspects of VQ design: codec (encoder/decoder) design and

code book generation. The goal is to overcome the complexity barrier of VQ while

achieving very low bit rate and good image quality. Both clustering and self-organizing

properties in CLNN have been utilized to develop several novel adaptive image

compression techniques. These algorithms significantly reduce the VQ's computational

complexity. They have achieved very low bit rate (0.2-0.4 bpp for still image and 0.08

0.15 bpp for video) with communication acceptable image quality (30-34 dB for still

image and 36-39 dB for video), and a wide variety of applicable image types. These

techniques have potential for applications such as real-motion video phone, CD-ROM for

home video and HDTV. They also provide the potential for VLSI implementation

because of the simple design, low computational complexity and low memory

requirement. The main contributions of these algorithms are summarized in the next

section.
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8.1 Contributions

Algorithm I: SOVQ Prediction:

This algorithm is able to select a small subset of codevectors approximating an

image block without tracing the input statistics. The prediction is purely based on

the position information of codevectors used to encode ihe neighboring blocks.

Therefore, it significantly reduces the complexity of a memory VQ at both encoder

and decoder. Our analytical results show that this prediction process is able to select

the most probable codevectors, when the neighboring blocks are highly correlated.

Algorithm II: Fast codebook search algorithms:

An adaptive fast codebook search algorithm is proposed utilizing the SOVQ

prediction to reduce the search space by exploiting the interblock correlation in an

image. It takes a fraction of the encoding time to produce performance comparable

to a full-search VQ.

Algorithm III: Label prediction using SOVQ:

By using DPCM and Huffman code to further exploit the interblock correlation

preserved by a SOVQ codebook, this algorithm can further reduce the bit rate while

overcoming the complexity barrier of a memoryless VQ.

Algorithm IV: Self-organizing Finite State VQ (FMVQ):

FMVQ generates a state codebook and next-state function without explicitly tracing

the statistical characteristics of input vectors. Thus it significantly reduces the

encoding complexity (less than 20% of memoryless VQ) and preserves a fast VQ

decoder. The prediction accuracy is up to 97%. By incorporating Huffman entropy

coding, it halves the bit rate of a memoryless VQ without impairing the image

quality. The typical bit rate range is 0.2-0.4 bits/pixel.
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Algorithm V: Motion-compensation Self-organizing Finite State VQ

A simple motion compensation technique is employed and the motion prediction

error is vector quantized by a modified FMVQ. The prediction in this modified

FMVQ utilizes the coded neighboring blocks in the current frame as well as in the

previous frame. The experimental results show that the successful prediction rate is

up to 94% of total number of predictions and the typical bit rate range is lowered to

0.08-0.15 bpp, with good image quality (36-39 dB)..

Algorithm VI: Fast competitive learning algorithm (NOLA):

By establishing a cost function over time, a fast competitive learning algorithm is

derived which combines the advantages of both Kohonen learning algorithm and K

means clustering algorithm. NOLA achieves similar performance of GLA (within 0.3

dB difference) with the entire execution time less than one iteration of GLA and with

much less memory required.

Algorithm VII: Segmentation-based VQ (SVQ) using NOLA:

By classifying image blocks into edge and texture blocks, and by designing larger

codebook for edge blocks and smaller one for texture blocks, this technique can

improve image quality while reducing the bit rate. Using a novel adaptive image

segmentation algorithm (Algorithm VII), our SVQ achieves better performance at a

lower bit rate than other segmentation-based block coding techniques. The

reconstructed images show no perceptibly ragged edge effect.

Algorithm VIII: Adaptive Image Segmentation by VQ:

This algorithm has a two-layer hierarchical clustering architecture, including feature

extraction, VQ clustering, 3-D feature map clustering, and segmentation processes.

It solves the two key problems in clustering: (1) visualizing the geometric properties

in high dimension space, and (2) determining the "correct" number of clusters by
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using the self-organizing property of NOLA. This algorithm is not sensitive to noise

and is able to adaptively segment images without preset thresholds.

8.2 Future Work

Neural network technology is naturally oriented toward a highly parallel

computing architecture. The first direction of future work is to take advantage of the

massive parallelism of the neural network to achieve high performance computing; this is

essential for real-time applications, such as videophone, video conference and HDTV.

Vector quantization can be used in any compression algorithm, such as the

coefficients of transformation, such as DCT, subband, and wavelet. According to

Shannon's rate-distortion theory, better performance can always be achieved by coding a

vector instead of scalar. The relationships between the self-organizing property in CLNN

and interblock correlation in the transform domain may be used to develop new powerful

image and video compression techniques.
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